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(x)

MATTERS REQUIRING THE ATTENTION OF THE COUNCIL

The Committee:

Implementation of the Programme of Work 1986-88

(0 urged all members to pay their assessed contributions on time
(para. 7).

(ii) stressed the importance of a stable resource position for FAO,
both within the Regular Programme and the Field Programme to
enable FAO to respond with the requisite flexibility to the
requirements of the member countries (para. 7).

(iii) urged that continued priority be given to training and to
strengthening of extension services, thereby maintaining a vital
component of FAO's work (paras. 8 and 29).

(iv) reconnended that collaboration with other international
organizations and UN agencies and cooperation with international
research centres be continued and the multi-disciplinary
approach in FAO activities intensified in an endeavour to ensure
higher quality work and efficient use of FAO's scarce resources
(paras. 10 and 25).

(v) emphasized the need for more work on integrated plant nutrition
systems and organic sources of plant nutrients for the
improvement of soil fertility (para. 13).

(vi) encouraged member countries cooperating with FAO to plan
irrigation schemes better in order to avoid waterlogging and
salinity problems (para. 14).

(vii) stressed the need for continued efforts in soil and water
conservation (para 14).

(viii) stressed the important role of the Emergency Centre for Locust
Operations and that the ECLO future strategy should be based on
combatting breeding grounds (para 18).

(ix) recommended implementation of the preventive measures foreseen
in the various regional and international plans on pest
management (para. 18).

recommended the establishment of a better balance in resources,
bearing in mind the importance of the livestock sector in
improving the incomes of small-scale farmers (para. 22).

urged FAO to continue the timely action on emergency diseases,
in particular on the appearance of the American screwworm fly in
North Africa, as well as on other animal diseases with an
economic impact (para 24).

emphasized the importance of environmental concerns related to
sustainable agricultural development (para 27).
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emphasized that FAO should strengthen its efforts in assisting
member countries in the control and monitoring of the
contaminants with particular reference to pesticides and
radionuclides (para 36).

stressed the important role that FAO should play in helping
member countries conduct agricultural analyses and sector
reviews, formulate agricultural strategies, policies and plans,
assist in their implementation, and in providing training in
policy analysis, and urged that they be given high priority
(para. 40).

stressed the continuing need to improve access to markets for
the commodity exports of developing countries (para. 42).

(xvi) encouraged FAO to continue its assistance to developing
countries in commodity policy formulation (para. 42).

Summary Programme of Work and Budget 1990-91

(i) expressed appreciation of the considerations which had guided
the formulation of the budgetary proposals for 1990-91 for Major
Programme 2.1 Agriculture (para. 47).

supported the policy of confirming the allocation of additional
financial resources to the technical and economic programmes
(para. 49).

endorsed the main priority areas affecting more particularly
Major Programme 2.1 Agriculture for which increased allocations
had been proposed (para. 49).

agreed that the proposals under Major Programme 2.1 Agriculture,
represented a feasible and satisfactory mix of activities, in
consonance with the request of Member Nations, as expressed in
the Conference, the Council, the Regional Conferences and other
inter-governmental fora. It considered that they provided an
acceptable basis for the preparation of the full PWB for
consideration by the 25th Session of the FAO Conference.

welcomed the emphasis now being given to participative planning
methodologies (para. 56).

stressed the importance of fertilizer activities for all

countries but noted with regret the reduced level of activities
of the international Fertilizer Supply Scheme (IFS) (para. 57).

supported the priority accorded to sustaining resource
potentials and the need to give FAO's many activities on
sustainability also a special focus and visibility (para. 59).

recommended the need for activities oriented toward

biotechnology aiming at increasing agricultural production in
developing countries and decreasing the technological gap

between developed and developing countries (para. 64).
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noted that continued assistance in crop protection will be
provided for as will also assistance to member countries for the
implementation of the International Code of Conduct on the
Distribution and Use of Pesticides (para. 66).

recognized the fundamental importance of the role of FAO in the
locust campaign (ECLO) and insisted on the need for the

strengthening of national plant protection services (para. 66).

urged that action on emergency diseases such as those related to
rinderpest and foot-and-mouth disease be met with immediate
response from FAO (para. 72).

requested FAO to prepare adequate plans as soon as possible to
combat the American screwworm fly in North Africa and to keep
all interested countries and organizations informed about
further developments (para. 73).

noted that activities related to the eradication of this
devastating pest would require additional Regular Programme and
extra-budgetary resources and that, in general, additional
resources should be provided for animal disease conrol
activities (para. 73).

recommended that the support for the control of ticks and
tick-borne diseases, including the eradication of the tropical
Bont tick from the Caribbean and trypanosomiasis control should
be pursued (para. 74).

recommended that the transfer through networks of new
biotechnological methods for the diagnosis of animal diseases
and vaccine production be further promoted (para. 74).

requested increased attention for in-house and ex ernal training
on environmental issues related to agricultural and rural
development (para. 83).

stressed the importance of marketing services especially for the
small farmer and welcomed the focus on improved market extension
services (para. 88).

Urged that increased technical assistance be provided to member
countries to strengthen national food control systems to ensure
that foods exported meet the requirements of importing countries
and that foods that are imported are safe and of good quality
(para. 94).

supported the provision of technical assistance for the
formulation of national food and nutrition policies and

stressed the need for training local personnel especially in
Africa, through subregional centres (para. 95).

(xxi) stressed the importance of encouraging production of traditional
food crops as a means of meeting food demand (para. 96).
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emphasized the key importance of the statistical and information
work of the Organization and the usefulness of the regular
assessments at global and regional levels in the State of Food
and Agriculture (SOFA), and the related policy analysis work
(para. 97).

endorsed the plans to develop a World Agricultural Information
Centre (WAICENT) (para. 98).

urged that more assistance be given to countries in the
undertaking of agricultural censuses (para. 99).

emphasized that one of the core elements of FAO's analytical
work was to continue to provide objective assessments of
agricultural commodity and trade developments, particularly for
low income countries heavily dependent on agricultural exports
(para. 100).

emphasized the importance of the Global Information and Early
Warning System (GIEWS) in facilitating the response of donors
and the governments of vulnerable countries to emerging food
supply difficulties and

xxvii) recognized the need for further strengthening of the system as
demands upon it from governments and international agencies
continued to increase (para. 101).

endorsed the high priority given to national food security and
sectoral policy analysis and planning, the global and regional
studies and commodity and trade work and urged that additional
resources be provided (para. 102).

supported the priority proposed for providing analytical
activities and guidance to member countries, especially in
connection with structural adjustment processes (para. 103).

requested that consideration be given to the preparation of a
regional policy and perspective study for the Asia and Pacific
Region in 1990-91 (para. 106).

Urbanization, Food Consumption Patterns and Nutrition

(i) agreed that the improvement of conditions in rural areas would
help reduce migration to urban areas, and thus help mitigate the
nutrition problems in the latter areas (para. 111).

supported the need for shortterm measures in the areas of food
quality and safety, nutrition education, nutrition intervention
and nutrition surveillance (para. 112).
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stressed the need for the preparation of suitable training
materials for food vendors in the informal sector (para. 113).

urged FAO to consider assisting member countries in developing
suitable technologies for processing, preservation, better
marketing and distribution of nutritious local staples,
including the production of bread from domestically produced
staples (para. 115).

stressed that FAO should consider assisting member countries in
developing nutrition education programmes through the innovative
and appropriate use of mass media (para 117).

emphasized the importance of FAO's support for country level
food and nutrition surveillance activities (para. 118).

emphasized the need for FAO to monitor the impact on nutrition
of development policies and of structural adjustment programmes
(para. 118).

agreed that FAO should also consider undertaking work on the
potential for processing indigenous foods, the contribution of
street foods to employment, the implementing of intervention
programmes and household expenditure surveys (para. 119).

requested that the dimension of urban malnutrition be included
in the Sixth World Food Survey (para. 119)

Preservation of Animal Genetic Resources

urged FAO to expand the programme of animal genetic resource
preservation and improved use as a matter of emergency (para.
126).

urged FAO to devote new activities and technical support for
accurate surveys, genetic classifications and risk status
assessment as well as censuses (para. 127).

urged FAO to develop a World Watch List of endangered animal
breeds as a support mechanism and early warning for member
countries and encouraged FAO to update and publish this list
regularly (para. 127).

recommended that, due to the accelerating threat to indigenous
breeds, with unique genetic qualities, especially those which
enable animals to live and produce in hostile environments, FAO
develop documentation and preservation programmes concurrently
(para. 128).

recommended that FAO develop appropriate methodologies for the
establishment of live animal reserves for those countries and in
those circumstances where the system is appropriate (para. 132).
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encouraged FAO to continue its work in exploring the use of new
biotechnology methods applicable to animal genetic resources and
to continue to study new developments concerning the use of DNA
as a supplement to the storage of semen, embryos, and oocytes
(para. 134).

urged FAO to study closely the possibilities of joint programmes
and cooperation with other bodies whose prime interest lies in
wildlife (para. 135).

urged FAO to develop further the training programmes for
developing country nationals to equip them for participation in
the Regional Animal Gene Banks and the Global Animal Genetic
Data Bank programmes (para. 136).

emphasized the importance of immediate financial support to
avoid a period of inactivity while longer-term financial support
for a global and genetic resources programmes was being
developed (para. 136).

encouraged FAO to continue its close liaison with both
intergovernmental organizations and NGOs concerned with animal
genetic resources with the aim of developing a unified and
comprehensive approach (para. 138).

approved that FAO study the possibility of establishing a global
system of genetic resources, including animal genetic resources
(para. 140).

People's Participation in Agricultural and Rural Development

(0 stressed the need for collecting information on the constitution
and operation of small informal groups of rural people
(para. 148).

urged FAO to increase its collaboration with NGOs concerning
people's organizations (para. 149).

encouraged FAO to develop an operational methodology of

participation for incorporation into larger rural development
schemes (para. 150).

urged member countries to provide full public support to

participatory efforts and to sensitize public opinion, both in
rural and urban areas, in order to promote and mobilize people's
participation groups (para. 151).

stressed the importance of increasing receptiveness of

government officials to people's initiatives and of orienting
extension services as well as education, including at the
primary and secondary level, towards promoting people's

participation (paras. 152 and 153).



(0 urged the Secretariat to include a separate item on the agenda
of the Eleventh Session of the Committee on Agriculture to
discuss the issue of women in development (para. 31).

agreed that three development topics be chosen from the
following possible topics:

Agro-forestry and agro-sylviculture
Small-scale agriculture
Rainfed agriculture
Marketing
Home gardens and their contribution to nutrition (para. 177).

(iii) suggested the following topics for discussion: agricultural
credit for small-scale producers; technology advances and their
effects on the agriculture sector in developing countries;
importance of remote sensing for sustainable development;
population programmes and agricultural development;
biotechnology; crop production and food security; and crop and
livestock farming in arid'areas (para. 178).
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stressed the importance of training local leaders and group

promoters or organizers so as to improve their managerial and
leadership capacities (para. 153).

underlined the importance of credit delivery systems and group
credit, the linkages between credit and savings and the

availability of satisfactory marketing arrangements (para. 154).

underlined that a plan of action should be developed to be
discussed by the FAO Council and Conference, in due course, and
in this connection, it took note with satisfaction of the offer
made to contribute extra-budgetary funds for the preparation of
such a plan of action.

Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides -
Introduction of the "Prior Informed Consent" (PIC) Clause

(i) noted the requirements of many countries for technical
assistance and training of staff, necessary for a full
implementation of the Code and PIC Clause (para. 161).

stressed that FAO and UNEP should work closely together on the
implementation of the PIC procedure (para. 165).

proposed further amendments to the Code (para. 172).

stressed the necessity of implementing PIC and providing
progress reports (para. 173).

endorsed for submission to the Council the text of the
Guidelines and the amendments of Articles 2 and 9 (para. 174).

Other Matters
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recognized the advantage in holding committee sessions possibly
in the second half of April or early in May, noting that the
Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of the
Committee, would propose the exact date, taking fully into
account the overall meetings schedule of the Organization (para.
181).





1 1. The Tenth Session (Rome, 26 April-5 May 1989) was attended by 83 of the 93
Member Nations of the Committee, by observers from 4 other Member Nations of FAO,
and by the Permanent Observer of the Holy See. Also participating were observers
from seven bodies and organizations of the United Nations, representatives of the
European Economic Community and of two intergovernmental organizations, and
observers from 19 international organizations having status with FAO and a
representative from the U.S.S.R. The list of Members of the Committee is attached
as Apkpendix B, and the list of delegates, representatives and observers as
Appendix C.

Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairmen

In accordance with Rule I of its Rules of Procedures, the Committee elected
Mr. Yousef A. Hamdi (Egypt) as Chairman of the Committee, Mr. Carl Thomsen (Denmark)
as First Vice-Chairman, and Mr. Bahar Munip (Malaysia) as Second Vice-Chairman.

Adoption of the Agenda and Timetable for the Session

The Agenda as adopted is set out in Appendix A, and the list of documents is
given in Appendix D.

The Committee appointed the following members for the Drafting Committee:

Argentina, Belgium, Canada, Cuba, India, Iran, Japan, Norway, Pakistan, Philippines,
Tunisia, Spain and Zambia. Canada served as Chairman of the Drafting Committee.

Statement by the Director-General

The Committee heard,a statement by the Director-General which was delivered on
his behalf by the Assistant Director-General of the Agriculture Department. This
statement is attached as Appendix E.

REVIEW OF FAO'S PROGRAMME OF WORK IN THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

1/ COAG/89/3; COAG/89/3-Sup. 1.
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INTRODUCTION

IL a ntltion of Progre mme of Wbrk 198 ;8-1/

The Committee welcomed the report on the Implementation of Work 1986-88 which
gave a clear and comprehensive review of FAO's activities during the preceding three
years. It commended the continued ifimrovements in the presentation and scope of the
document, which had been made in response to earlier requests of the Committee,.and
which permitted a deeper analysis of the quantitative aspects of ifimlementation.
While appreciating the more qualitative evaluations made, particularly those carried
in the supplementary document, some delegates would have liked to have seen such

litative analyses carried further, and reflected in the analysis in the documents
in order to assess progress made in specific programmes towards achieving FAO's
objectives. Several delegations would have liked to have found more in the document
on the real cost increases which were borne by the programme in 1988.

In reviewing the work carried out under the Major Programme 2.1 Agriculture,
the Committee noted with concern the negative effects of the financial crisis.. The
Committee agred that FAO, in general, had responded well to the financial
constraints a ough all major areas had been affected. It felt that the situation
which had necessitated programme cuts was most regrettable and hoped that it would
not continue. Some members of the Committee felt that FAO should exercise the
maximum possible flexibility to meet the needs of Member Nations. The Committee
u ed all members to pay their assessed contributions on time. The upturn in extra-

getary resources by UNDP was noted with satisfaction. For sound, long-term
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planned tasks and activities the Committee stressed, however, -the importance of a
stable resource position for FAO, both within the Regular Programme and the Field
Programme to enable FAO to respond with the requisite flexibility to the

requirements of the member countries. A number of members stressed the need for
allocating resources to priority areas in order to cope within the available
resources.

The Committee regretted the reported decline in FAO's activities in the broad
area of training, especially that provided to member countries but to FAO staff as
well. The Committee urged that continued priority be given to maintaining this
vital component of FAO's work..

Some delegates noted an increased backstopping burden on the professional
staff of FAO which, in their opinion, might have adverse effects on FAO's work.

The Committee recognized the effective contribution to development and use of
FAO's resources that had been achieved through a considerable increase in
collaboration with other international organizations and UN agencies and the more
pronounced cooperation with the international research centres. At the same time,
through noting a higher number of inter-departmental, inter-divisional working
groups, FAO's increased inter- or multidisciplinary approach in its activities was
commended. The Committee recommended that these efforts be continued and multiplied
in an endeavour to ensure higher quality work and efficient use of its scarce
resources. Most members of the Committee noted with satisfaction the greater
involvement of Regional Offices and the .use of networks and viewed these as
important means to carrying out FAO's work.

2.1.1 Natural-Resources

The Committee endorsed the work under this sub-programme and welcomed its
relevance to sustainable agricultural, development and environmental protection.

The Committee noted the work on Farming Systems Development and appreciated
improvements in the recommendations for necessary actions and policy adjustments for
dry land areas.

The Committee welcomed the activities of the Fertilizer Pr, and
emphasized the need for more work on integrated plant nutrition systems 6,nd organic
sources of plant nutrients for the improvement of soil fertility. It called for
further action to increase the use of mineral fertilizer and expand it as an
aid-in-kind programme. It appreciated the practical Field Programms approach
adopted and urged expanded activities on nutrient deficiencies and micro-nutrients.

Water development, on-farm water management and irrigation poliqi activitiee
as a follow-up to the Lomh consultation on irrigation development, wen, welcomed and
the Committee appreciated the high standard of publications. The CommUtee
encouraged member countries cooperating with FAO to plan irrigation schem3s better
in order to avoid waterlogging and salinity problems and stressed the need for
continued efforts in soil and water conservation. It supported the efforts made
towards the development of national resource conservation strategies.

2.1.2 Crops

The Committee recognized the, importance of interdisciplinary activities
undertaken within the crop programme related to such areas as technology
development, roots, tubers, plantains and agro-forestry and reiterated its support
for these technical areas. It appreciated the assistance provided under the genetic
resources, crop improvement and management, seeds and crop protection sub,
programmes.

16. The Committee welcomed the efforts
production of staple foods. It noted
given to the transfer of technol with
tubers, rice, fruits vege es, as

made to assist member countries in their
with satisfaction the increased attention
regard to food legumes, cereals, roots and
11 as fibre crops. It appreciated the
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activities to develop mushroom cultivation in Asian countries and recommended the
expansion of such activities in Africa.

The Committee emphasized the growing importance of the Plant Protection
Programme. It supported the emphasis given to an integrated pest management
approach, in particular with regard to locusts, rodents, armyworm, larger grain
borer and cassava mealy bug, all of which are destructive in agriculture, mainly in
Africa. It appreciated the efforts to promote the control of the indiscriminate
application of pesticides.

The Committee stressed the important role of the Emergency Centre for Locust
Operations. The ECLO future strategy should be based on combatting breeding
grounds. The initiative taken for a coordinated international programme to
strengthen long-term competence in pest management in Africa was welcomed by the
Committee. It also recommended implementation of the preventive measures foreseen
in the various regional and international plans.

The Committee recognized the importance of assisting member countries to
develop appropriate agricultural mechanization strategies and also the concept of
village technology development.

The Committee commended the contribution of the prevention of Food Losses
Programme (PD,) at national level to increase food supplies by reducing food loss in
both staple and perishable food products. .

21, The Committee noted F.AO's initiative in developing the technology to produce
bread .;!rom 100 percent indigenous flours. It also noted the earlier experience with
composite Uours whose use had been limited by economic considerations.

2.1.3 LivItod7

22. fttee regreed the cn'fZocts oti the decrease in resources allocated to
recomended the establishment of a better balance, bearing in mind the
the iivestock sectov in j.mpraving the incomes of small-scale farmers.

23 The e commanded F2-\0 1:0): the Initiative taken on biotechnology in the
llvreFtod: ';;ecror ij nc f)117-Cc.rio5r j.11, part:icu)ar the support for the

0.0;:ìies witnin the TCTIC concept. The Committee agreed
nat the gev hiotchnologico:1 riletho,ls coulcl make a valuable contribution to
furLherj.11 li.vest,Dch p:cduCltioTi thvough its impact on animal breeding and disease
cc.ntrol. Tu addition, its application in the preservation of animal genetic
resources waz c]onsiclered of major iimpa,:tance.

2,L9he (4mAittA::a aqree0 djseases remain of major concern and it ur ed
172N.) OA emergency diseases, in particular on e
ao-oaal-wc:0 th; P,merjez-in screwworm ay in North Alfrica, as well as on other animal
dj.sease Iljth ,f(Alnomic a vc.Tha tA-)mmi.ttee endorsed the extensive activities
OP dlc9 control of f.00t-and-muth diseasa, rindel:pest, trypanosomiasis, ticks and
tick-borne diseases.

2.1.4 Research and Tec velopme

25, The Committee ernohasied the importance of developing and strengthening
resea]7ch infr-ast:.ructure 3.n developing countries. It recognized-the role of research
networl-s such =Is 2SCOIVEMR and welcomed the training and technology transferacciies. The Col-mitt:co apprecAatEd the increasing cooperation with the

Intermational )1\gricultur,a1 Qeses:rrch Centres of the Consultative Group on
International AgrjcultuKal Jesearch and requested further expansion of this coopera-
Uon in the futuuc.

26. The Committee recognized U12 increased importance of rente sensing techniques
in monitorinn,:.ystems for Cocci secuxity and locust control. It appreciated the
extre-budgetTtr12 support which supplemented the regular programme remote sensing
activi'cies in environwntal monitoring, training and pilot action studies carried
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out during 1986-88j The Committee supported a continuation of emphasis on

development of remote sensing applications in the future.

27, The Committee emphasized the importance of environmental 'concerns related to

sustainable agricultural development. It supported the diverse activities

undertaken in relation to the environment which included biological diversity,
integrated pest management and food contamination. The Committee welcomed the

interdisciplinary approach and interdepartmental cooperation in carrying out

environmental activities and the expanding collaboration with UN and non-UN
organizations in this area. The Committee appreciated the achievements made during
1986-88 and requested that priority continue to be given to environmental subjects
in the future.

2.1.5 Rural Development

The Committee supported the activities aimed at providing assistance to member
governments through wCARRD Interagency Missions on Agrarian Reform and Rural
Development, as well as follow-up activities.

The Committee noted with satisfaction FAO's assistance, despite limited
available resources, in improving agricultural education. It stressed the need to
continue assistance to developing countries to improve training activities and
strengthen extension services.

The Committee supported activities regarding agrarian reform and land
settlement, assistance in enhancing employment opportunities for rural populations,
training for management of agricultural cooperatives and encouraging rural
develo nt institutions and structures.

The Committee expressed regret about the impact of the overall resource
constraint on the activities related to women' in developmentand hoped that more
resources would be made available to this activity in the framework of FAO Council
Resolution 1/94. The Committee commended work initiated on gender issues in
planning, monitoring and evaluation of different rural development projects and the

els for staff training in "women in development". The Committee urged the
Secretariat to include a separate item on the agenda of the llth Session of the
Committee on Agriculture to discuss the issue of women in development. The
development of field activities with special.focus on rural women was also
supported.

In underlining that the quantity and quality of input supply is a major
constraint in agricultural develo nt, the Committee noted that FAO's planned
progranuz?. ot assistance to member countries in marketing and input supply had
suffered from insufficient resources.

2.1.6 Nutrition

Th ommiUee appreciated the ongoing efforts in the field of nutrition with
particular reference to the promotion of roots and tubers and their role in
household food security.

The Committee stressed the importance of the work of the Joint FAO/WHO Food
Standards Programme in harmonizing national and international food regulations,
facilitating food trade and protecting the consumer. It supported the efforts taken
to strengthen the relationship between the Codex Alimentarius Commission and GATT to
remove non-tariff barriers to trade.

The Committee appreciated the importance of trade in fresh fruits and
vegetables for developing countries and commended the recent creation of the Codex
Committee on Fresh Tropical Fruits and Vegetables.

The Committee recognized the i rtance of controlling the quality u safety
of food products, and co nded FAO's assistance to n. r countries in this field.
In this regard, the Committee expressed concern about the enviro ntal
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contamination of foods and emphasized that FAO should strengthen its efforts in
assisting member countries in the control and monitoring of the contaminants with
particular reference to pesticide residues and radionuclides.

2.1.7 Food and Agricultural Information and Analysis_

The Committee endorsed the continued high priority accorded to the work of the
Global Information and Early Warning System (GIEWS), which it considered one of
FAO's most important activities. The Committee stressed the valuable role which the
System had continued to play in monitoring the crop and food supply prospects at
national, regional and global levels and alerting the international community
whenever food supplies were threatened.

The Committee welcomed that AGROSTAT was being developed into the World
Agricultural Information Centre (WAICENT) and noted that experimental on-line access
was already available to some users. Nevertheless, it noted that as many countries
still did not have on-line access facilities, there was the need to continue to
produce printed publications and other traditional means of data dissemination.

The Committee appreciated the regular assessments of the global and regional
food and agricultural situation as well as those of the market situation for
agricultural commodities and the analysis of related problems in international
trade. The Committee therefore welcomed the efforts made to maintain the core
situation and outlook documents including the State of Food and Agriculture (SOFA)
and the Commodity Review and Outlook (CRO), despite the reduction in the publication
programme imposed by the financial constraints. It further welcomed the
introduction of such innovations as the co-publishing of FAO documents to make them
available to a wider public at minimum cost, as had been recently done with the
updated version of Agriculture: Toward 2000 (AT 2000).

2.1.8 Food and Agricultural Policy

The Committee stressed the important role that FAO should play in helping
member countries conduct agricultural analyses and sector reviews, formulate
agricultural strategies, policies and plans, assist in their implementation, and in
providing training in policy analysis. It expressed appreciation for this work and
urged that it be given high priority.

The Committee appreciated the policy advisory services provided through the
regional studies that had been colmleted during the period under review. The
studies had represented major interdisciplinary efforts to provide a comprehensive
fr..L-work for sectoral strategy and policy formulation. In particular, it noted
African Agriculture, the Next 25 Years, Potentials for Agricultural and Rural
Development in Latin 't,-rica and the Caribbean and European Agriculture: Policy
Issues and Options to 2000, to which all eight agricultural programmes had made
substantial contributions, as well as the support given by FAO to initiatives in
Africa such as the United Nations Programme of Action for Africa's Economic Recovery
and Develo nt, 1986-90 (UN-PAAERD), both in its preparation and monitoring.

The Committee emphasized the harmful impact of protectionism on agricultural
trade. It stressed the continuing need to improve access to markets for the

commodity exports of developing countries and supported activities aimed at

expanding trade among them. The Committee encouraged FAO to continue its assistance
to developing countries in commodity policy formulation.

The Committee welcomed the information that, in response to requests made at
the Ninth Session of COAG and in other FAO Governing Bodies, a new study had been
prepared on the economic significance of tobacco, a condensed version of which would
be presented to the forthcoming Fifty-seventh Session of the Committee on Commodity
Problems (CCP) in June 1989. , It was noted that the CCP document would also
incorporate projections of supply and demand to the year 2000 as well as an analysis
of the socio-economic consequences of tobacco consumption, the elei nts for which
had been contributed by WHO.
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The Committee welcomed the new orientation of the Food Security Assistance
Scheme (FSAS) which has the objective of developing comprehensive national food
security programmes focusing on the medium and long-term requirements of developing
countries. It noted with satisfaction the steps taken towards the coordination of

activities. The Committee particularly supported the need for donor and recipient
countries to work within the broader concept of food securitv, which links
production requirements, stability in the flow of food supplies and access to food
by the poor.

The Tropical Forestry Action Plan was brought to the attention of the

Committee_ This Plan was initiated at the request of the Committee on Forest
Development in the Tropics and was endorsed by the 23rd Session of the FAO
Conference. The Committee welcomed FAO's efforts in launching the Plan as a new
coordinated effort to stem the destruction of tropical forests. The Tropical
Forestry Action Plan stressed that solutions to tropical deforestation cannot be
confined to forestry alone but rely as much on intensified agriculture on suitable
lands as on effective forest conservation and management. Wise land use policies
should encourage complementarity between agrjcoiture and fol:estry and release the
pressure on remaining forests. The Plan called for increased-cooperation from
agriculture and livestock sectors. It provided a framework for a concerted approach
involving government departments, local organizations and development agencies.

Pr of Work 1990-91

General

The Committee discussed Agenda Item 4 on tbe basis of U doLument CMG/89/4
"Summary Programme of Work and Budget 1990-91", \71lich pL-ovided an e::tract from the
Director-General's proposed Summary Programme or Work and Budget, Lo be sublidtted tu
the Ninety-fifth Session of the Council in jrne 1939, throuqh U oyrarome and
Finance Committees. The Committee recalled tha.t its views wouid be amdilabl(-J, Lo the
Council and noted with satisfaction that its conclusions eould te-; InLo ac]ount
in formulating the full Programme of Work Dnd. Budget,

47. The Committee expressed appreciation of the l!pproach
General and the overall view of the proLemmaie wasidei*.ati
formulation of the budgetary proposals fc:ar 1990-9i and
programme changes and proposals for Major Progrt-grme
delegations stated that they would have further comiaents
the Summary Programme of Work and Budget as a aIA i
of the ZNO review.

The C ttee welcomed the improvements in the a)1-,.t and peseni:e.tion oE the
document which for the first time showed net diangel,; down to progrunme elemant
level. It recognized that there was increased ini:ormation, albeit succinL, on new
approaches, new concerns and ways to make room fur different 111Ins of action, and
that the full Programme oj: Work and Budget document would, as ualal, pLovide
additional information. Some delegations 1:elL that futuLe orograaaaa documents
should be changed to allow the proposals of the ne:ft. biennium tu be conf.;MeLed in
the light of medium-term plans. The Sectetariat pointed out to the Committee thz)t
the medium-term objectives formed part of the full Progranne of Work and Budget as
decided by the Council and Conference.

Recalling its discussion on the implementation of die Programme of Work
1986-88, the Committee fully supported the policy- of confirming the allocation of
additional financial resources t6 the technical anx1 economic brogrammas oE PAO,
especially since the latter had suffered from ree,7!ated cuts in {...wo biennia due to
cash flow problems. Some delegations pointed out that the proposed increase in the
Major Programme Agriculture would need to be considered in the light of the Director
General's overall budget proposals for all programues that would be eNamined by the
Council and Conference. With regard to the approach, the Coinmittee eodorsed themain priority areas affecting more particularly Major )?rogramme 2.3. Agrjculture for-

?A(floOtili "Dy tio Wroctcw-
ous w;dch had guided tho
te scik7fic
?-3 Some,

LnJ.iJh con'sideEation oj
n
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which in allocations had been proposed: sustailible development,
cro1:09eahr ,TioniLoring. biotechnology, crop protection, agricultural data

pl,Licy advice, and women in development. The Committee noted that the
dj(A not conffe;7 an ordo oíz priority. Some delegations felt that the

couJd have been reflected more clearly in the budget proposals, and
11,7tcrilne6 i-he need for greater concentration of activities and the advantages of an
approach Lhhough speciaJ action programmes. The substantive comments expressed on
these priorjti.es are reflected in the following sections, in connection with the
progtammes most concerned.

50. The Committee noted that attention to these selective priorities was proposed
to 1)2 accommodated within a limited net increase of about 1.3 percent. Most members
consWeted that LI-12 likely demands on FAO support and services and the need to
restore i'r.s capacity to respond would have warranted a much higher net increase. A
I'ew members stated that the budget level for the 1990-91 biennium should comply with
the 2rinciple of real zero growth.

51, a2co rec7Illed the i.moortance thev attached to seeing an adequate
,7)rovisiokor the Technical Cooperation Programme (TCP) included in the next

IfxA; an6 Sudge4c. The role and contribution of Regional Offices to
(..);:jeeLisios under Major Programme 2.1 Agriculture was also underlined

in may- -:..-1.ervations.. Some delegations felt that there was a need for a further
ad clarification oE the division of work between the regional offices

cnd colcotr oc:aeus,

Kegretted that one of FAO's essential roles, that of training,
c.urtalled In the past biennium. It hoped tbat this situation would be

Sioilarlv the Committee welcomed the greater degree of
televant internatIonaJ, regional and national .

niakes most cSficient use oE scarce ',:esources.

(.o1iPb1Kation wz-es enctvaged.

Y31.:0"osalF, undov Majo:- Programme 2.1 P,gricultuve,
1-0L: o actilALJe, in con5onance wi:ch the
ip. ttie(,:on;:eveoce, the Conoll, ths' Beodonal
foca, Tt conzidered that they ficovh;lied an

'ro-1 ;.4-72 :c.;p72.r,7tiort n thr; ;full TVI13 Zov constderation by the 25th
Y7,7:

2.1.1 Natural Resources

'Ccv is accorded to the utilization
o; ,)atur,Di KOSOMCCiln

TviSOC:.:0 are the physical base for all agriculjnaral
pr.ef;:74:WS on land, the Comaittee endorsed

:6coes truining approaches Zor the more rational
lend Pur..1 4eoourcos on a degradation-free and sustainable

. mmittee recognized the important role of farm management and, production
,. ,colloftir;os in the analysis and development of.sustainable farming systems. It

dvu emphozis now beiag given co pRrticipative planning methodologies and

.noted the iA;7.roductioa of a mihor activity to improve management techniques for

:o.rldillvd/13cale farms as wal) as for emergent farmers on increasingly
commercilized holdings.

Coiceo stressed the importance of fertilizer activities for all

but Ltic mETT:keM reduced leve], of activities of the- International
't;IF:j.).izer Supply 'cheme (fTS) was noted with regret.

The impor cIf irrigation development, as a prerequisite to increased
proeuction in )1El_ny ,Ireas, was recognized, aild the CoTGAttee noted with satisfaction
the activii:ies planned to assist govereints evaluate the needs for improving
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rehabilitating existing irrigation schemes. At the same time, some delegations
stressed the importance of waterlogging and salinity. The possibility of including
all these activities into the work of the Regional Offices was emphasized.

Keeping in view the importance of environmental concerns, the Committee

.
supported the priority accorded to "sustaining resource potentials" and the need to

give FAO's many activities on sustainabilitv also a special focus and visibility-.
The creation of the new sub-programme met this need, but should not detract from the
importance of sustainability issues permeating activities of all sub-programmes. A
plea was made for extra-budgetary funding for this sub-programme.

In connection with sustainable development, many members stressed that
attention to sustainability should not conflict with overall development objectives
and that the sovereignty of states should be respected. They also stressed that
poverty alleviation was a prerequisite to sustainable development. The need for

mobilizing funds to offset the additional costs in developing countries arising from
the integration of environmental concerns in the development process was emphasized.
Similarly, the great impact of foreign debt on the priorities, among which
developing countries have to choose, was emphasized.

2.1.2 Crops

The Committee endorsed the crops programme and noted that there is a

continuous need to develop crop production And protection techniques that optimize
crop yields under the different agro-ecological and socio-economic conditions. The
proposed increased allocations also for biotechnology, aiming at the strengthening
of crop improvement, and crop protection were welcomed.

The Committee recognized the importance of plant genetic resources and seed.
Most members appreciated the proposed increase of resources within the Secretariat
of the Commission on Plant Genetic Resources for the promotion of activities under
the aegis of the international undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources. A few
members questioned the rationale of shifting resources from important sub-programme
elements to the Commission on Plant Genetic Resources. The Committee regretted the
reduction of US$148 000 made in the overall sub-programme 2.1.2.1 which it felt
should be strengthened.

Noting the developments regarding FAO's cooperation with the International
Board of Plant Genetic Resources, the Committee was informed that additional
provision would be considered in this regard in the full Programme of Work and-
Budget.

The Committee endorsed the Crop Imo ovement and Management Programm, aiming
at identifying improved technologies in crop production for the beneat the
farmers. It gave its support to the proposed creation of the two new elements
concerning biotechnology in plant production, and policies for sustainable
production systems. It,strongly recommended the need for activities oriented toward
biotechnology aiming at increasing agricultural production in developing countries
and decreasing the technological gap between developed and developing countries.

The Committee recOgnized the fundamental importance of seeds and noted with
interest the proposed creation of the new programme element: Improved On-farm Seed
Production, which will assist in developing seed production quality control and
distribution systems for farmers who have limited or no access to quality seed of
improved varieties.

The Committee noted that continued assistance in crop protection will be
provided for the improvement of the control of weeds, insect pests, plant diseases,
rodents and the reduction of post-harvest losses, as will also assistance to member .

countries for the Iftmlementation of .the International Code of Conduct on the
Distribution and Use of Pesticides. It recognized the fundamental i m rtance of the
role of FAO in the locust campaign (ECLO) and insisted on the need for the
strengthening of national plant protection services.
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The Committee endorsed the change in approach to agricültural engineering
questions. The emphasis will now lie in a better flow of engineering information;
enhancing FAO's position as the international focal point for agricultural
engineering; improving the appropriate selection of equipment, promoting multi-farm
use of machinery; and redressing the lack of skilled manpower to manage, operate and
maintain agricultural engineering inputs on a sustained basis.

The Committee reiterated the high priority previously given to the Special
Action Programme for the prevention of Food Losses (PFL). This Programme should
continue its work of identifying and formulating much needed field projects, and its
training programmes at national and regional level.

The Committee noted the restructuring of the food and agricultural industries
work to make room for some new elements. It endorsed the continuing emphasis on
food processing and handling which will focus on new marketable and convenience food
products from traditional crops, thus also increasing employment opportunities; on
new management techniques for apiculture, and new value-added applications for
natural fibres including sericulture. It supported process biotechnology including
fermentation technologies, biochemical pr.suction and residue technologies, and
noted the introduction of small-scale processing of medicinal plants, spices and
aromatics, and of industrial applications such as starch and glue manufacture. It
was emphasized that cooperation with UNIDO and ILO in the rural industry sector
should be increased.

2.1.3 Livestock

The Committee endorsed the priorities for livestock and agreed with the
activities planned for the Programme in the Summary Programme of Work and Budget for
1990/91. It stressed the importance of the work on feed resources and animal health
including vaccine production. The Committee supported the action taken on the
introduction and development of new biotechnological methods in animal production
and health in developing countries through the TCDC approach.

The Committee agreed to the importance of better utilization of feed resources
in view of their scarcity in many developing countries. It recognized the important
role forage seed in the development of fodder production and noted with interest
th:e ewehasis placed on this subject. It also endorsed the training activities which
will L iwplemented for arid and semi-arid areas.

The Committee urged the continuation and intensification of the on-going
activities on the control of ani 1 diseases including the strengthening of
veterinary services, education and the economics of disease control. It further
urged daat action on eMargency diseases such as those related to rinderpest and
ioot7-and-mouth disease should be met with immediate response from FAO.

The .H:ee cowehr7ed FAO for the prompt action taken in relation to the
recent appearance of the Lraarican screwworm fly in North Africa. The Committee
equested ENO to prepare adequate action plans as soon as possible and to keep all
interested countries and organizations informed about further developments. It
noted that activities related to the eradication of this devastating pest would
require additional Regular Programme and extra-budgetary resources and that, in
general, additional resources should be provided for animal disease control
activities.

The Committee concurred with the initiative proposed for the control of
non-infectious chronic diseases. The Committee recommended that the support for the
control of ticks and tick-borne diseases, including the eradication of the Tropical
Bont Tick from the Caribbean and trypanosomiasis control should be pursued. It also
recommended that the transfer through networks of new biotechnological methods for
the diagnosis of animal diseases and vaccine production should be further promoted.

The Committee supported the actions FAO is taking on the application of
biotechnology in animal breeding and genetics, including embryo transfer.



The Committee supported the promotion of integrated dairy deve3opmont and the

introduction of improved technologies for the production of indigenous dairy

products.

The Committee endorsed the proposed work on the formulation and demonstration

of effective strategies and integrated programmes for the advancement of low cost,

sustainable livestock production systems. It agreed -in particular that small

ruminants and other small animals would be given attention through support for

improvement of indigenous breeds as this would also promote the integration of women
in rural development.

2.1.4 Research and Techno o velo emen

The Committee supported the increased resources proposed for programme 2.1.4

and considered these to be essential for carrying out the increased work foreseen
related to research and technology development.

The Committee recognized the important contribution of research and technology
and the emphasis placed by FAO to increase and sustain agricultural production. It

agreed to the proposed changes in sub-programme 2.1.4.1 on research development
which included increased resources for research policy and planning, technology
assessment and transfer, and international agricultural research r!rt.

GO. The Committee su ported the changes. proposed in Sub-Procjrelime

Agricultural Applications of Isotopes and DiotechfloJog:(,,. XL welcofcied the
introduction of e ::1&:7 programme element on agriGultural applications ol molecular
biology which it considered to be an important part oí FAO's priurit baing given to
biotechnology. Concerning the recent American screwworm infestation in Oorth
Africa, the Committee noted the importance o-f the aerile insect Technique for F.ival
eradication of this pest.

a. The Committee agreed with the priority occorded to SuL-Pi:ocfremm?

AGRYS/CARIS and noted with satisfacLion that the proposed ihcrease will be devoted
to the strengthening of participating centres, the procesin
information ptovided by them and Lo Limyeovint.:, th Q.tv,t1 oaeilab):
to use:,.5 in mmi:11.. countries.

82. The Cowoldt;:ee zwireed. Atil the
It noted the close coOperation between und It -,,f'olc:orci,r,

of work in this area which included incrensed resources Jfe.v ee)nitorje
emironmental conditions and the trnusZer
Oiviion to the Si'?. DiVi5i0D, X t hup:eci.a'off..1

VT.)131d )7),:c),J

,:copmolad 'chis worh !

OZ d01101:$.

03. The Committee identified a vumbeL cef ares nereeeed
including in-house and e:eternal training on envitonmentel ee3ei:ed Yo
agricultural and rural development pacticularly environmented impncq asessment ot
development projects; sustainable development of driend enle.onmenLal
aspects of biotechnology and issues of poverty, lend tenUre anJ popviation pLessuees
in relation to environment and s.Istainabie developatent. The GmajAtEf-
programme changes proposed for sub-orocyramme on envieonment end enego!,
which would emphasize strengthening policy guidance and
integration of environmental policies elnd conce,els into thc de-eelonment p-es end
provision of advisory services.

2_1.5 Rural Develc nt

84. The Committee endorsed the orjentation of the protamme which aiire!o aL
alleviating rural poverty, and achieving balanced soco-cconowac develowoent. Toe
emphasis on the improvemmt of the quality oi humuk 1:0A)utees, AiliedWg the
amelioration or socio-economic and institutional conditions and die 1,-)reeervation,
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-
ef ..ient use and equitable access to natural resources, was also supported by the
Committee.

The Committee sppod the focus on strategies and policies for agricultural
education and training an the assistance to member countries for training of
manpower for designing and implementing rural development programmes particularly
for the benefit of women, youth and small farmers. The Committee stressed the need
to upgrade the capabilities of trainers, to modernize facilities and to improve
materials.

The Committee _LIP'12"11921 activities related to the promotion of the
participation of beneficiaries, to the organization and management of institutions
and to increasing employment opportunities for rural people.

The Committee endorsed the orientation towards the integration of women's
concerns in all technical areas in line with the Plan of Action for the Integration
of Women in Development. It noted the planned activities for training, the

promotion of appropriate technologies for women farmers, the preparation of case

studies and a data base, ard the upgrading of women's agricultural and managerial
skills.

The Committee stressed the importance of marketing services especially for the
small farmer. U. welcomea the focus on improved market extension services and felt
that sufficien'c resources had Doi. 1,-cn allocated to this activity. It supported
FAO's assistance to member countries in reviewing their food marketing policies
partjcularly in th7., ccnte7:t of structural adjustment programmes.

C19 The i.ttee concurred with the broadening of emphasis in the credit
programm?, which wilt re-orien'c tzaditional agricultural lending institutions,

thav, ;L:) T:ovide n iide: irau9e oí customer services. It noted 'that
1i.ztc,nce v vr oJ icvsractr,7 and structural arrangements in rural

nar,ce ,:for fioaAcial resources.

2.1.6 ion

ptiovities, parLicularly the

' and the activities of the Codex
r);.: riiion colicy :dice and the role of

;:c,-2171

Thc, (WockH.tee surmated o)7 woch in preparation of the Sixth
)71,,,i,r".WAC' ;.7.cohensive measurement end analysis

5s cause and consequences.

un&: the joint FAO/WHO
1:trA'1s aun) codes o practice and noted

oPder: cArs.T. It stressed the imoortance of

ne cf:J1 01"6' Co-,)rdinating Committees.

no Ccwraittec: coaraL-nded '':Dtt in establishing regional training, networks
for .a-Dd control 1:,:3oon(?). ;,:ucicjetod th7o: action be taken to set up such a

noLvoLl In LeCtin ;!;,ttorica CE.1:Libbean with emphasis on the control of food

s.7la7 foi iworts rwid Training activities in food control in respect of

rci contamiliwio 'iAW51.:0,:l.TlIanLE,1 contaminants were strongly encouraged.

94, Thc c(GIALIA6-,e,= ;LhaL i n7d technical assistance be provided to member

cc)uk-d:L:ie Lo c.ontro) systems to ensure that foods exported

Teet Le recn1rnr,2nts countries arid that foods that are imported are

anc',

95. The t'!..rdo::.;,e the oKovioion of technical assistance for the

--tocx..F,--.1u.ci zuiritiol policies ztressed the need for

J,007,t inL, a,;r:!(77:F0.11; in Mrica, through sub-regional centres.
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The Committee supported EAO's work on traditional food crops as an important

element of programmes for nutrition improvement and food security. It stressed the
importance of encouraging production of traditional food crops as a means of meeting
food demand.

2.1.7 Food and Agricultural Information and Analysis

The Committee emphasized the key importance of the statistical and information
work of the Organization. It stressed the usefulness of the regular assessments at
global and regional levels in the State of Food and Agriculture (SOFA), and the

related policy analysis work.

The Committee supported the priority area of agricultural data development as

a basic function of FAO and endorsed the plans to develop a World Agricultural
Information Centre (WAICENT). This would reinforce FAO's role in an area where it

had clear comparative advantage and Member Nations had much to benefit from WAICENT.

The Committee underlined the importance of the development of statistics and
related services in developing countries, especially crop statistics in Africa. It

urged that more assistance be given to countries in the undertaking of agricultural
censuses. A few delegations supported the preparation of periodic country briefs.

The Committee emphasized that one of the core elements of FAO's analytical
work was to continue to provide Objective assessments of agricultural commodity and
trade developments, particularly for low-income countries heavily dependent on
agricultural exports which did not possess national commodity intelligence services.

The Committee supported the work of the Global Information and Early Warning
System (GIEWS). It emphasized the importance of the GIEWS in facilitating the
response of donors and the governments of vulnerable countries to emerging food
supply difficulties. It appreciated the progress made in strengthening the System's
collection, analysis and dissemination of information and recognized the need for
further strengthening .of the System as demands upon it from governments and
international agencies continued to increase.

2.1.8 Food and A ltural Poli

The Committee strongly endorsed the high priority given under this programme
to national food security and sectoral policy analysis and planning, the global and
regional studies and commodity and trade work. As this programme was contra to
FAO's policy advisory function, it expressed concern over the proposed reduction in
:resources for the programme as a whole and urged that additional resources. be -

proNiided.

The Conmdttee strongly supported the priority proposed for providing
anelvtical activities and guidance to member countries, especially in connection
with structural adjustment processes, and particularly in the context of the adve,se
consequences ezTerienced in many developing countries in the wake of these
processes. It recognized that FAO's policy advice would be in response to specific
country requests. It underlined the importance of training in policy analysis and
of cooperating with other international organizations when providing policy advice
to member countries.

The Committee supported the expanded mandate of the Food Security Assistance
Scheme, under which comprehensive national food security programmes would be
prepared and executed upon request of developing countries, covering the elements of
the broadened concept of food security.

The Committee agreield on the need for FAO to maintain an effective programme of
trade policy analysis an intergovernmental consultations in order to help improve
the international trading environment. It supported FAO studies of possible new
approaches to agricultural policy reform and the technical support which was being
provided by FAO to GATT and to the participants in the Uruguay Round of n 1. tilateral
trade negotiations.
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106. The Committee stressed the importance of FAO's regional poficy and perspective
studies and expressed its appreciation for the regional policy studies recently
completed. The Committee requested that consideration be given to'the preparation
of a similar study for the Asia and Pacific region in 1990-91.

tion Patterns and Nutrition

The Committee considered the subject of "Urbanization, Food Consumption
Patterns and Nutrition" on the basis of document COAG/89/5 which examined the nature
and range of implications of the changing food consumption patterns associated with
the rapid process Of urbanization, and reviewed the activities initiated to monitor
and address specific aspects of food consumption behaviour and family nutrition.

The Committee commended the quality of the document which presented a useful
overview of the problems of urban malnutrition in developing countries and possible
lines of remedial action.

The Committee noted that in many countries the majority of the undernourished
population was in rural areas and that this problem needed to continue to receive
particular attention. It recognized that while the problem of rural malnutrition
had been discussed by the Committee at its previous sessions, it was useful to

consider also the subject of urban malnutrition which was growing rapidly and which
required specific measures to alleviate it.

The Committee agreed that the consideration of food consumption behaviour and

nutritional problems in urban areas should take into account the linkages with
several other key areas of FAO's interest, such as ensuring adequate food

production, promoting rural development, and developing marketing, processing and

the related infrastructure.

The Committee emphasized the important role of effective rural develoww-nt

pOlicies, appropriate price policies, as well as suitable food and nutrition

policies for ilmroving nutrition in both urban and rural areas. It stressed that

the lack of improvements in conditions in rural areas accelerated migration to urban
areas, thereby creating intensive urbanization, which would have serious

consequences. It therefore a7reed that the tmorovement of conditions in rural areas
would help reduce this migration and thus help mitigate the nutrition problems also

in urban areas.

The Committee supted the need for short-term interventions in the areas of

quality and sa e y, nutrition education and interventions and nutrition
surveillance activities. It also supported the role that FAO can play in these
areas in cooperation with other concerned UN agencies, particularly WHO and UNICEF.

The C "ttee noted the economic, social, and nutritional importance oí street
Txods and supported the efforts made for training and institution building with

particular relevance to street f s in urban areas, with a view to providing con-

sumr protection and improving food handling practices. In this regard, tile

Committee stressed the need for the preparation of suitable training materials for

food vendors in the informal sector. A number of delegates cautioned against

excessive government regulation of this informal sector activity which might have

potentially adverse effects on employment and incomes of the poor, especially women.

Others felt that the requisite degree of government regulation was necessary to

protect health and hygiene concerns.

The Committee stressed the important contribution of agriculture, including

family gardens, in urban and peri-urban areas in improving the supply of local foods

to urban households, as well as in providing employment, especially for women.

The Committee agreed that in order to achieve greater food .self-reliance, the

production and cons timtion of traditional, nutritious local staples should be

encouraged. It also stressed the need to promote the processing of such foods into
convenience fooás withi view to increasing their const tion in urban areas. The

Committee urged FAO to consider assisting me'.r countries in developing suitable
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technologies for processing, preservation, better marketing aYAII distrtion of such
foods, including the production of bread from domestically ced

The Committee agreed that urbz,n developiucn nc1 Lhe , Issoct--IteO deannd foc

better quality prepared oods would ecourage- thc CirOW1 of agro-foo. jodustries,
including in rural areas, thus providing intentrv,,,s for Fig-rLcultuull de,;voiopment and
improved employment opportunities, particularly J:or v.omeh. Th? note6 some
other positive features of urban development such as easier access to health and
education facilities. However, it also noted the ilegti,/e effects of urbrnization,
in particular on infant/child feedin9 piactices in poc. envi:c4le. which
were a major factor in urban childh000 malnutrition.

The Committee supported the overall ' ance of nutrition education to urban
consumers and stressed that FAO should consider assisting uniber toiritios in
developing nutrition education programaes through the ihnovative and appropriate usa
of the mass media, particularly for increasiny Llic awareness of the low income
consumer concerning the nutritional value of dif.fferent food items. The Committee
also noted the role of targetted subsidies and jeeding programmes, including chool
feeding programmes, as well as selE-targettinc bj subsidizing commodities consumed
by the poor and food stamps, as suita/Ae , 7ays for improving accer to (,.,od ov
vulnerable urban communities.

The Committee emphasized the importance oif supp.Di* for coruIL177
food and nutrition surveiltance actirities. , In this reqard, the Committe:-; Tloted the
importance of the training of Jacal personnel, alKi ale s'crengthening of local
institutions in the use of suck.eillance data "for devaIop:A:ent :31LTrojiu The
Committee also stressed the value o!: detlripiucj sureillanc data at sub-ne.tion,:11
and uiban levels for use in progranuue and project
supporled FAO's role in collaboration J. obe ON zgencie.:.: ie mcinjtocin(j fte
nutritional impact of development policie. Lt;-!?
negative,impact of structural adjusLitenL nuLrftioh, incluonc,
areas, and emphasized the need fOr PO to monito;:

The Committee a .reed that FAO shol: rn*L.

several other areassuol as: the -!:7c)i.c,:i Yo7
contribution of street foods to eitiolo, 1.e.JA,
household e:,:penditure surveys. In ni2,di
the dimension of urban malnutrition sh,Jul,2, Le c:). ) tcy:.

Survey.

120, The Committee a,ç,reed -that, In
development Etrr::tegiLE, ETiould b ¿Ii.4
connection it stressed the idip.rtzcht role
environment infliCring, inter ctli, L:,
products expocted by developinc:.r countiler

SELECTED DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS

This subject was presented as a sciccccd dovelopmt issue and Ch:L,' discussion
was based on document COAG/89/6 "Preservation cp: Anim7t1 ketio Resources" onich
examined the bad:ground, _:nalvsed the eutYc,nt pociLion L.,nd JcelmLud proposals 1:CH:

an enlarged global strategy. In r iioc he bachgroud, thc paper rc,fewed die
activities initiated by FAO in recent y?ars hoNe oom L:mÏonc-n CL O htFAU
Regular Programme of :lork and oudget, suppocted b, PmEL, ,:uncKny. Thu p-DG:er

indicated that the proposed globF,1 stratev would req-oire an culalTge6 pl:oyfamme.

The Committee commended the quality of the paper- cznd its timeliness. J.t

confirmed its view that the topic is of growing im43actance uL naLionaJ, regional and
global levels and recogazed thW ;:he topic merits the doveiopmnt of L,,1

international strategy, proyramme and agreement in order to ,Hisu:-e che a'roiibLLii-.v
of animal genetic resources f'ou present and espciallv to K'uture yenel:ations.

The Committee recogni ed that growing pressures upm )rld's . TAletic
resources, arising mainly from shortterm ecorlomAc intTrests, are ttnec,cehing aV1.0.

Pre ! .4! t' of Animal Genetic Res
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depleting animal genetic variation. Consequently, in the interests of economics,
science and human heritage, a programme of preservation and improved use is fully
justified. The Committee further recognized that to be effective such a programme
should have international acceptance and support.

The Committee recognized that the current use of animal genetic resources is
closely linked with the need for preservation for possible future use. However, it
is difficult to anticipate the precise economic value of such preserved resources in
the more distant future. The Committee affirmed its view that the present
generation has a responsibility for ensuring that future generations are not denied
access to animal genetic resources through either neglect or wilful misuse of this
human heritage.

The Committee expressed its view that although it is often impossible to
justify the preservation of animal genetic resources in quantified economic terms,
preservation programmes should be developed on the concept of availability if and
when required.

The Committee urgedi FAO to expand the programme of animal genetic resource
rypreseation and improve use as a matter of urgency, in order to stem the current

loss of indigenous breeds of animals. The Committee recognized that this situation
is becoming critical especially in some developing countries.

The Committee recognized the lack of information on the status of many animal
genetic populations in some developing countries and urged FAO to devote new
activities and technical support for accurate surveys, genetic classifications and
risk status assessment as well as censuses. The Committee also strongly uIrged FAO

animalto develop a World Watch List of endangered imal breeds as a support mecl anism and
early warning for member countries and encouraged FAO to update and publish this
list regularly.

The Committee recognized that it would be neither feasible nor responsible to
await completion of genetic characterizations for all indigenous animal breeds,
especially in developing countries, before taking up preservation initiatives
without running the risk of genetic resources being endangered and possibly lost.
The Committee therefore recommended that, due to the accelerating threat to
indigenous breeds, with unique genetic qualities, especially those which enable
animals to live and produce in hostile environments, FAO should develop
documentation and preservation programmes concurrently.

The Committee affirmed its support for the technical methodology already
developed by FAO for the preservation of animal genetic resources and

reco!Sen!ceth
l

at there is now an urgent need to apply these proven techniques on a glou.
so that they may be available to all countries who wish to use them. In this tegard
the Committee affirmed its view that the organization of animal genetic gene banks
and data banks is oaen not feasible on a national basis and supported FAO's
initiatives to establish methodologies suitable for regional and global use. The
Committee also supported the wish of those countries with national programmes to
link them to the global programme.

The Ccmìittee commended FAO for the development of Animal Descriptors and for
the establishment of the EAAF/FAO Global Animal Genetic Data Bank. The Committee
emphasized the.importance of training, technical and financial support to enable all
I"eloping countries to document their indigenous animal breeds, to enter them into
the global system and to be encouraged to accesS this information for

decision-making.

The Committee supported the approach of FAO in placing primary emphasis on the
cryogenic storage of germplasm.

The Comma i:ee recommended that FAO should develop appropriate methodologies for
the estab.int of live animal reserves for those countries and in those
circumstances eheLe the system is appropriate. The Committee recognized the
jmportance of euch in .situ preservation being integrated with the preservation of
Plant genetic resources in natural habitats and supported the joint approach.
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The Committee suggested that FAO should pay particular attention to certain
topics in the development of the global programme. Some members felt these were
animal health and disease control in the movement and storage of germplasm and
animals preserved in situ; relationships with wild life genetic resources; the
possibility of mobile teams to provide technical services to developing countries in

.the identification of endangered breeds and the collection of germplasm; the need
for standards for evaluating genetic merit in donor animals; the question of price
and payment for preserved semen and matters of ownership/trust/access and
replenishment of germplasm in regional gene banks; and finally costs of operating
programmes especially in developing countries where resources are extremely limited.

The Committee encouraged FAO to continue its work in exploring the use of new
biotechnology methods applicable to animal genetic resources. In particular, FAO
should continue to study new developments concerning the use of DNA as a supplement
to the storage of semen, embryos and oocytes.

The Committee recognized the close association between domestic animal genetic
resources and wildlife due not only to the genetic relationships between domestic
species and their wild ancestors but also because of the growing practice of farming
wild species for food and fibre production. The Committee therefore urged FAO to
study more closely the possibilities of joint programmes and cooperation with other
bodies whose prime interest lies in wildlife.

The Committee urged FAO to develop, further the training programmes for
developing country nationals to equip them for participation in the Regional Animal
Gene Banks and the Global Animal Genetic Data Bank programmes. The Committee
emphasized the importance of immediate financial support to avoid a period of
inactivity while longer term financial support for a global and genetic resources
programme is being developed.

The Committee endorsed the priority being given by FAO to the importance of
biotechnology in relation to animal genetic resources and recognized the impact
which it will have in future upon techniques both for improved use and for
preservation of animals.

that animal genetic resources are a part of the larger
and encouraged FAO to continue its close liaison and,
collaboration with other organizations, both
which are active in this field, with the aim of
ehensive approach to this subject.

The Comtttee encouraged FAO to continue to work in close contact with other
'es currently involved in the development of animal genetic resources, especially

those with representation from developing and developed countries so as to ensure
that FAO's global programme is comprehensive and represents the interests of all
countries and regions.

The Committee approved the proposal that, in addition to the continued
development and enlargement of the existing programme, FAO should consider further
the many technical, legal, financial and institutional aspects of a global programme
for animal genetic resources. The proposal for an Expert Consultation to examine
these topics was supported. Furthermore, approval was given for the Working Group
of the FAO Commission on Plant Genetic Resources, based on its experience, to study
the possibility for FAO to establish a global system of genetic resources, including
animal genetic resources. Confidence was expressed that FAO will be able to attract
extra-budgetary resources for these important tasks.

People's Participation in Agricultural Rural De

The Committee discussed the item on the basis of document COAG/89/7 "People's
Participation in Agricultural and Rural Develo . -nt", which had been prepared in
response to the request made by COAG at its Ninth Session following a proposal made
by the Ad Hoc Group of Permanent Representatives of International NGOs Residing in
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Rome. The Committee also heard with interest a statement from te representative of
the International NGOs Residing in Rome.

The Committee recognized that the concept of "people's participation" was
susceptible to different interpretations regarding the scope and intensity of
people's involvement in decision-making. It generally agreled with the definition of
people's participation as an active process in whici the participants take
initiatives and actions stimulated by their own discussion, as accepted by the UN
ACC Task Force on Rural Development.

The Committee underlined the emphasis which the World Conference on Agrarian
Reform and Rural Development (WCARRD) had placed on promoting people's participation
through appropriate national policies aiming at growth and equity. It noted that
WCARRD had also agreed that active participation could only be brought about through
voluntary, autonomous and democratic organizations genuinely representing rural
people's interests and involving primary producers and rural workers, such as
farmers' associations, cooperatives and rural workers' organizations.

The Committee noted the trends in government policies and programmes relating
to people's participation, which, among others, included measures for
decentralization of government planning and decision-making so as to favour the
participation of rural people's organizations. Some members considered that giving
more power to local governments in decision-making would be a more effective way of
promoting people's participation. The Committee also noted that many governments had
given priority to promoting cooperatives as a main instrument for enhancing people's
participation. It recognized, however, that in several cases people's participation
had been restrained and weakened due to insufficient allocation of resources to the
rural sector, due to the daily engagement in work for agricultural production, and
by policies which kept the price of agricultural produce law or raised the cost of
inputs and services.

The Committee recognized that cooperatives were the largest and most
widespread form of people's organizations. They played a significant role in both
market and centrally planned economies. The Committee noted that the use of
cooperative organizations as a vehicle for implementing government policies might
sometimes lead to the loss of the participatory element in these cooperatives.

The Committee noted with concern that woMen's participation in cooperatives in
the developing countries was generally law, although the situation varied
considerabOi bebween regions. Women were even more under-represented at the
decision-making level. In certain countries, social conditions and sometimes
legislation restricted their full involvement. It noted, however, that in certain
types of cooperatives, such as savings and credit unions and dairy cooperatives,
women played an i tant role.

The Committee noted with satisfaction the role played by rural workers'
organizations in promoting participation among agricultural and other rural workers,
who were generally landless and the most disadvantaged. The Committee expressed
satisfaction that women's interests had also been the objective of a number of rural
workers' organizations which had successfully grouped landless and self-employed
female workers. The Committee emphasized the need to remove all barriers to the

establishment of agricultural and rural workers' associations. Some members,
however, 'pointed out that problems might arise between wage-earning agricultural
workers and the rural self-employed due to the conflicts in their interests.

The Committee took note of the important role played by small informal groups
of rural people who usually function on the basis of local customs and traditions.
It recognized that assistance was needed by these traditional informal groups in

order to improve their performance and enhance their development. The Committee
stressed the need for collecting information on their constitution and operations.

The Committee noted that participation through people's organizations had also
been enhanced by pro tional s, both national and international. There was
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considerable scope for such NGOs to assist in removing polftical, social and
economic bottlenecks. The Committee urged FAO to increase its collaboration with
NG0s.

The Committee supported the role of FAO in promoting people's participation
through its activities and programmes, within the framework of the WCARRD Programme
of Action. It noted that people's participation had become an important component of
ENO's activities not only within the area of human resources development but also in
agriculture, fisheries and forestry activities. The CoMmittee noted that an

important objective of the people's participation programme was to develop an
operational methodology of participation for incorporation into larger rural
development schemes and it encouraged FAO to implement this objective as soon as
possible. In this respect, one country pointed out its willingness to finance a

study on the role of people's organizations in agriculture and rural development to
ensure a data base upon which FAO could increase the amount of work it does in this
field.

The Committee agreed that a number of issues influenced the rate of progress
of people's participation; these were mainly structural, social, organizational and
operational. In this context it underlined the importance of the national economic
and political structures. The Committee emphasized the need for training of local
level planners in programming and allocating resources and services in favour of the
disadvantaged populations and to their organizations. The Committee agreed that
goVernments should not exert excessive control over people's organizations but
should provide them with the necessary support and guidance. In this context, the
need to monitor governmental financial assistance to NGOs was stressed by some
delegates. The Committee stressed the importance of availability of resources as an
important condition for supporting and maintaining participatory efforts. It :urged
membar countries to provide full public support and to sensitize public opinion,
both in rural and urban areas, in order to promote and mobilize people's
participation groups.

The Committee recognized that certain constraints, such as inertia,
dependence, religious and cultural taboos, etc., had created numerous obstacles to
the advancement of people's participation. It also stressed that government
officials should be more receptive to people's initiatives. The Committee stressed
the important role that properly oriented extension services could play in promoting
people's participation.

The Committee underlined the important role of group organizers, promoters
and motivators, who are usually responsible for sensitizing, assisting, training and
promoting these groups. It stressed the imivertance of training local leaders. and
group promoters or organizers so as to improve their managerial and leadership
capacities. It also emphasized the importance of orienting education, including at
the primary and secondary level, toward promoting the participation of rural
populations.

The Committee underlined the importance of credit delivery systems and the
group credit approach as a means for providing appropriate financial support to
people's organizations. The importance of linking credit with savings, and also with
the availability of satisfactory marketing arrangements for the groups' products, .

were also stressed.

In the field of participatory development, the Committee recognized the major
operational constraints faced by people's participation projects. It further noted
that in developing the participatory approach and consolidating project achievements
considerable time was needed. many members stressed the importance of local people
contributing some of their own resources to project activities as this would
constitute an important participatory element and would demonstrate the
beneficiaries' acceptance and appreciation of project objectives and activities.
Some members suggested to FAO that it should contribute to the develo nt of
success indicators in participation projects.
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Several members suggested that special guidelines should be prepared for
project formulation and implementation for greater involvement of people in project
operations. Some other members cautioned that such guidelines might, in certain
cases, increase administrative problems and work against participation.

The Committee generally agreed with the recommendations, which spell out
proposals for action by Member Governments and FAO, as put forward in paragraphs 70
and 71 of the document. It was underlined that with these recommendations a Plan of
Action should be developed to be discL3sed by the FAO Council and Conference, in due
course, and in this connection, the Committee took note with satisfaction of the
offer made to contribute extra-budgetary funds for the preparation of such a plan of
action. Some members proposed that people's participation should be a major focus
in the implementation of the WCARRD Plan of Action and thus become the major theme
of the next Progress Report on the wCARRD Programme of Action to be submitted to the
FAO Conference in 1991.

Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides - Introduction of the
"Prior Informed Consent" (PIC) Clause 1/

The Committee discussed the item on the basis of document COAG/89/8 "Report of
the Government Consultation on the Principle of Prior Informed Consent (PIC) in the
International Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides". This
meeting had been held following a recommendation by the 24th Session of the
Conference. A supplementary document (CO1Q/89/8 Supp.1), prepared by the
Secretariat to reflect the conclusions of the second session of the UNEP Ad Hoc
Working Group of Experts, held in New York in February 1989, and Ina)rmal
discussions with interested parties provided further necessary background.

The Committee took note that the Government Consultation in January 1989 had
reviewed and reached general consensus on the text on the operation of the PIC
procedure and the Guidelines on thé Operation of Prior Info Consent (PIC), as
set out in Appendix ry of COA3/89/8, as well as on the proposed revisions to
Articles 2 and 9 of the Code, as described in CO2G/89/8 Supp.l. The Comuittee
agreed that documents COAG/89/8 and COAG/89/8 Supp.1 covered all major issues that
required attention by COAG.

The Committee expressed its appreciation for the considerable amount of wor17
which had been done by the FAO Secretariat since the adoption of Conference
Resolution 5/87.

The Committee noted the requirements of many countries for technical
assistance and training of staff, necessary for a full implementation of the Code
and the PIC clause. In this respect the Committee expressed its appreciation for
the assistance already provided and additional assistance offered by e number of
donor countries.

The Committee recognized that the documents were the result of extensive
consultations and deliberations, commencing with the Expert Consultation on the
Introduction of "Prior Informed Consent" in Article 9 of the International Code of
Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides, which met in March 1988 in Rome,
followed by visits of consultants to 16 countries in Latin.America, Africa and Asia
and the Pacific.

It was noted that FAO had attended the two sessions of the UNEP Ad Hoc Working
Group of Experts on Prior Informed Consent and other Modalities to Supplement the
London Guidelines for the Exchange of Information on Chemicals in International
Trade, in Dakar from 19 to 23 September 1988 and in New York from 13 to 16 February
1989 respectively.
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The Committee reaffirmed that the inclusion of PIC in he Code of Conduct
would be an essential instrument in the control of exports and imports of pesticides
as one of the contributions from agriculture, to safeguard human health and the
environment. There was general agreement on the procedures for PIC as indicated in
Appendix IV of COAG/89/8 and in COAG/89/8 Supp.l. The Committee stressed the

importance of reaching a consensus on the PIC procedure and the amendments to the
Code.

The Committee stressed that FAO and UNEP should work closely together on the
implementation of the PIC procedure. Several delegations emphasized that the

implementation should be in a non-duplicative manner, preferably with a single
international contact point. Many delegations were of the view that FAO should
maintain a lead role in the implementation of PIC concerning pesticides. The
Committee noted the consultations between UNEP and FAO in order to reach agreement
on relevant clauses of the Guidelines, to distribute the necessary tasks, keeping in
mind the respective mandates of the two Organizations, to develop a common data base
and to design generally workable cooperative arrangements.

The Chairman of the Committee appointed a small Contact Group to assist,the
Drafting Committee in the preparation of the relevaht sections of the COAG report,
reaching further consensus wherever possible.

The Committee reviewed the proposed Article 9.11.2. The Committee reached
consensus on the following text: "take appropriate measures, within their authority
and legislative competence, designed to ensure that exports do not occur contrary to
the decision of participating importing countries".

Two delegations emphasized their interpretation of the relevant provision in
the GuidelineS that:

"the status quo with respect to importations will continue. This means that
the pesticide should not be exported.without the explicit consent of the importing
country, unless the exporter has evidence that it is a pesticide that is registered
in the iA.srting country or is a pesticide the use of which has been allowed by the
importing country".

These delegations held the view that in the absence of a response from an
importing country, chemicals previously legally imported can continue to be
imported.

Considerable discussion took place on whether: th handling restrictions should
be included in the definition of -7cly resticte('j. However, the Committee notedt 'nfe additional three paragraphs proposed for the Guidelines covered this
matter. For clarification, it modified the text of the first paragraph as follows:
"Additionally, an FAO Expert Panel ..d.11 consider the problem of acutely hazardous
pesticide formulations, i.e. those that se .rticular handlin. oblems, to
determine if there exist a me or a ist o' sue p 1,4ucts to supp ement the
pesticides already subject to the PIC procedure".

A number of members proposed that ' the Expert Panel should also review
formulations which are included in WHO Class 1B. However, no consensus could be
reached on this.

171. Considerable discussions took place regarding
required to include a pesticide in the PIC procedure
consensus reached by the Government Consultation.

172. The following further amendments of the Code
accepted by the Committee to bring the Code into line

the number of notifications
. The majority supported the

were proposed and in general
with the Guidelines:

a) expansion of Article 9.8 with the following text, as sub-article 9.8.4:

"FM.) will seek advice at regular intervals and review the
criteria for inclusion of pesticides in the PIC procedure and
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the operation of the PIC scheme and will report to its Member
Governments on its findings".

amendment of Article 9.8.1, adding the following sentence as underlined:

"9.8. FAO will:
9.8.1.: review notifications of control actions to ensure
conformity with definitions in Article 2 of the Code, and
will develop the relevant guidance documents".

the following definition will be added to Article 2 in paragraph 1 to be
amended by inserting one word, and to read:

"Prior Informed Consent (PIC) refers to the principle that
international shipment of a pesticide that is banned or
severely restricted in order to protect human health or the
environment should not proceed without the agreement, where
such agreement exists, or contrary to the decision of the
designated national authority in the participating importing
country".

The Committee stressed the necessity of implementing the Conference decision
as soon as possible and of starting to monitor the implementation of PIC, providing
also the necessary assistance to member countries. The need for progress reports on
the implementation was stressed.

The committee endorsed for submission to the Council, the text of the
Guidelines and the amendments of Articles 2 and 9 as presented in Appendix F to the
report.

OThER MATTERS

Other Business

The Committee noted that, in accordance with Rule ry of its Rules of
Procedure, the Director-General, in consultation with the Chairman of the Committee,
would prepare a provisional agenda for its Eleventh Session.

In this connection the Committee was advised that, in line with earlier
decisions, one agenda item should deal with a nutritional subject. Normally, not
more than three items would be devoted to selected development problems. The final
selection of the subjects for the agenda would aim at a satisfactory balance between
different areas of work, including the socio-economic aspects of agricultural
development. It would also take into account any matters that might be referred to
the Committee by the council or the Conference. In this context the Committee was
advised that, in accordance with Council Resolution 1/94, an item concerning the
integration of women in agriculture and rural development be included on the Agenda.

The following possible topics received support from a number of members:

Agro-forestry and agro-sylviculture
Small-scale agriculture
Rainfed agriculture
Marketing
Home gardens and their contribution to nutrition

The following additional topics were also suggested during the discussion:

Agricultural credit for small-scale producers
Technology advances and their effects on the agriculture sector in developing
countries
Importance of remote sensing for sustainable development
Population programmes and agricultural development
Biotechnology
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Crop production and food security
Crop and livestock farming in arid areas

Questions were raised with regard to the study of the economic significance of
tobacco. The Committee was informed that a study on this subject has been
completed and a summary version will be presented to the next session of the
Committee on Commodity Problems. Some delegates requested that specialized
consultative status with FAO be given to the International Tobacco Growers'
Association.

The Committee on Agriculture was informed of the sudden death of Mr.
A.W. von der Pahlen, Chief, Crop and Grassland Service, on Tuesday, 2 May.
Mr. von der Pahlen had been in charge of one of the largest technical services
in the Organization and made commendable contributions to assisting developing
countries in crop production, the integration of forestry and agriculture, and
in the application of bioteChnology to improving all aspects of plant
production.

The Chairman, on behalf of the Committee on.Agriculture,- expressed to the
Organization and especially to the family of the late Mr. von der Pahlen, its
sincere condolences.

Date and Place of Next Session

The Committee noted that in accordance with Rule 1OXII-3 GRO and Rule II of
its Rule of Procedure its Eleventh Session should be held at FAO Headquarters
in Rome. As to the timing the Committee recognized the advantage in holding
Committee sessions somewhat later in the year, possibly in the second half of
April or early in May, and noted that the Director-General, in consultation
with the Chairman of the Committee, would propose the exact date, taking fully
into account the overall meetings schedule of the Organization.
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Primer Secretario
Representante Alterno

Representative
LI ZHENHUAN
Permanent Representative to FAO

Alternates
MA GENG-OU
Division Chief
Ministry of Agriculture

EN Pt Vi
D Ek

Hull

Rome

Roma

Rome

Beijing

Roma

1: E

Representante
Gonzalo BULA HOYOS
Embajador ante la FAO

GONG JIANCHUN Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

*Witt

Yaounde"

Rome

Ottawa



CZECHOSLOVAKIA -
CRECROSWIAQUIA

Representante
Juan NUIRY SANCHEZ
Embajador ante la FAO

Marcos NIETU LARA
Director, Oficina de Projectos
de Desarrollo Agricola y Rural
Ministerio de la Agricultura

CYPRUS - CHI

Chrysanthos LOIZIDES
Agricultural Attaché, Permanent
Representation to FAO

M.

Ro
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DEFOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF NOREN -
ITTUBLIQUE POVULAIRE DEMOCRATIQUE DE COREE
- REPUBLICA POPULAR DEMOCRATICA DE COREA

Representative
CHA CHOL MA Rome
Agricultural Attaché, Permanent
Representation to FAO

- DIv.ARCA

Representative
John GLISTRUP Rome

Permanent Representative to FAO

Alternate
Carl THOMSEN Copenhagen
Professor, Royal Veterinary and
Agricultural University

Steen SONDERGAARD Rome
. Alternate Permanent Representative

to FAO

Representante
Roque CAÑADAS Rome
Representante Permanente ante la FAO

EGI

Representative
Yousef A. HAMDI Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

....0 II

Representante
Maria Eulalia JIMENEZ (Sra.)
Consejero, Representante Ajunto
ante la FAO

ETHIOPIA - IOPIE - ETIOPIA

Representative
Yilala ASSEFA
Alternate Permanent Representative

*

'1-1J1 V-- II
6,0

Rome

Rome

Suplentes
Miriam ROSQUETE (Sra.) Roma /ADOR
Asesora Representante Permanente

E (cont.)

Suplentes
Olga Clemencia FERNANDEZ (Sra.) Roma
Primer Secretario
Embajada de Colombia

Mery C. HURTADO SALAMANCA (Srta.) Roma
Tercer Secretario
Embajada de Colombia

BLIQUE POPULAIRE

Représentant
Michel MOMBOULI Rome
Conseiller, représentant permanent

Suppléant
Alice NIOMBELLA (Mme) Rome
Première Secrétaire
Représentant permanent suppléant
auprès de la FAO

COSTA RICA

Representante
Carlos DI MOTTOLA BALESTRA Roma
Embajador ante la FAO

Suplente
Yolanda GAGO (Sra.) Roma
Representante Alterno ante la FAO

Francisco MORA Roma
Delegado Alterno

Habana

Rome



FINLAND - F

Representative
Hans BRENNER Helsinki
Chief Inspector, Bureau for
International Affairs
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

A].te
Leo GRANBERG Helsinki
Senior Adviser, Bureau for
International Affairs
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

Gunilla KURTÉN (Ms.)
Deputy Permanent Representative
to FAO

Représentant
Bernard LEDUN
Conseiller, Affaires étrangères
Ministère des affaires étrangères

Suppléants
Philippe PIOTET
Secretaire général
Comité Interministèriel de
l'agriculture et de l'alimentation

Jean Pierre POLY
Attaché Scientifique
Représentation permanente auprès
de l'

Représentant
I. DLAS DAGRAO
Représentant pern:rnt adjoint

Suppléant
Charles 9SOU Libreville
Ingénieur agrono
Secrétaire principal, Co ssion
nationale FAO

REPUBLIC 07 -
REPUBLIQUE YEDEME D' -

ICA FEDEPT,A, DE
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GERM22AY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF -
ALL,EGNE, REPUBLIQUE 1!EDERALE D' -
ALEMINIA, REPUBLICA FEDERAL DE (cont.)

Alternates
Dieter F.R. SOMMER Bonn
President, German Council for Tropical
and Sub-tropical Aoricultural Research

Alois BAIER Rome
First Counsellor, Alternate
Permanent Representative to FAO

D. SIMON Hanover
Institute for Animal Breeding

Representative
Joseph TURKSON Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

Representative
Christos A. IACOVOU Rome
Deputy Permanent Representative
to FAO

Suppléant
Ibrahima Rome
Représentant permanent adjoint
auprès de la FAO

Oumar Ro
Deuxième Secrétaire
Représentant pe ent suppléant
auprès de la FAO

Representante
Concha Marina RAMIREZ LOPEZ (Sra.) Roma
Representante Permanente Alterno
ante la FAO

Representative
Istvan DOBÖCZKY Rome
Counsellor, Permanent Representative
to FAO

Representative
Bernd VON SYDOW Bonn
Assistant Head of Division
International Agricultural Organizations
Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture
and Forestry

Rome

Paris

Paris

Rome



Alternates
Géza ZALA Budapest
Head, International Relations
Ministry of Agriculture and Food

Maria GALVöLGYI (Ms.) Budapest
Secretary General a.i.
Ministry of Agriculture and Food

Zoltan KALMAN Rome
Assistant to the Permanent
Representative to FAO

INDIA - INDIE

Representative
Akbar Mirza KHALEELI Rome
Ambassador, Permanent Representative
to FAO

Alternate
. -RDHA

Chie, FAO Division
Bureau for International CoOperation
Ministry of Agriculture

Jafri JAMALUDDIN Rome
Agricultural Attaché, Alternate
Permanent Representative to FAO

ISLIIVIIC 13M'ill3LIC OF -

YVP.N, EaKiiiMaGOE Iamagus Dv -
EON, mumica i.'IICA EL

Rome
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Y - (cont.) (.3

Representative
Tawfik Ahmed HASSAN AL MESH-HEDANI Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

IRELAND - IRLANDE -

Representative
Daniel CREEDON
Secretary
Department of Agriculture and Food
Ministry of Agriculture

Alternates
Patrick Oliver RYAN
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

Mark LYNCH Dublin
Pesticide Unit, Central Laboratory
Epartment of Agriculture and Food

Representative
Ilan HARTUV Rome
Minister Counsellor, Permanent
Representative to FAO

Alternates
A. SHIr Jerusalem
Director, Technical Assistance and
Foreign Relations Department
Ministry of Agriculture

N. SHAPIRA
Research Assistant

Représentant
Anna Teresa FRITTELLI-ANNIBALDI (Mme.)
Représentant permanent adjoint Rome
auprès de la FAO

Suppléants
Piera MARIN (lime.) Rome
U.R.I. - Gabinetto
Ministero Agricoltura

Roberto E
Direttore
.1spei.ltorato Repressione Frodi
Rinistero di agricoltura e foreste

Alternates
T.V. SAMPATH New Delhi
Agriculture Commissioner
Department of Agriculture and
Cooperation
Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Develo ht

Ram Nath SHARMA New Delhi
Under Secretary
Department of Agriculture and
Cooperation
Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Develo nt

V.K. S
Minister (Agriculture), Deputy
Permanent Reprentative to FAO

IA

Representative
A. MUIN PABINRU
Director General for F Crops
Ministry of Agriculture

Dublin

Rome

Jakarta

Jakarta



ITALY - ITALIE - ITALIA (cont.)

Enrico PORCEDDU
Professor
Ministry of Research

Giuseppa PISANO (Mine.)
Primo Dirigente
Ispettorato Repressione Frodi
Ministero di agricoltura e foreste

Rome

Rome

Ersilio DESIDERIO Rome
Istituto Sperimentale Cerealicoltura
Ministère de l'agriculture

Raimondo SANTACROCE Rome
Ecologo dell'ambiente

Emanuele VILLA
Funzionario AssOciazione Italiana
Allevatori

JAPAN - JAPON

Representative
Sumiji NAKAZAWA Rome
Permanent Representative to FAO

Alternate
Hirofumi KUGITA Tokyo
Overseas Technical Cooperation
Officer
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries

Masayuki KOMATSU Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
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JO JO O

Representative
Munther F. KHASSAWNEH
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

Z_L o

..L!I Jj1
LS-

Representative
Matthias WERE
Deputy Director of Agriculture
Ministry of Agriculture

Alternates
Albert CHABEDA
Assistant Director
Ministry of Livestock Development

Stanley Mukindia GUANTAI
Counsellor (Agriculture)
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

Rome

Rome

Rome

Anna FERRO LUZZI (Mme.) Rome Patrick Mutava NZUE Rome
Istituto Nazionale per la Nutrizione Alternate Permanent Representative

to FAO
Cesare UCCHINI Perugia
Professore Università EMMA, REPUBL/C OF - C

CUREA, REPUBLICA BE

Conseillers
Corrado HARBERIS Rome
Président, Institut national de
sociologie rurale

Arianna MONTANARI (Mme.) Rome
Secrétaire générale, Institut
national de sociologie rurale

Observateur
Elisa CONTE (Mme.) Rome
Sperimentatore, Istituto sperimentale
per la Patologia Vegetale

Representative
Tae Ho CHO Suweon
Director General
Rural Develo nt Adndnistration
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries

Alternates
Jaelto KIM Suweon
Assistant Director
Rural Development Administration
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Fisheries

Jang-Bae YOUN Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

Kwang-Shik WON
Agricultural Attaché
Alternate Ferwanent Reoresentative
to FAO

Nairobi

Nairobi



%, I

Alternate
Farid ABBOUD
Counsellor, Alternate Permanent
Representative to FAO

`-r...9 .

' I I- JI

II 63J 01,%_,I1

Representative
Gerard Phirinyane KHOJANE Rome
Ambassador, Permanent Representative
to FAO

Alternate
Humphrey Masuhla LETEKA
Counsellor, Alternate Permanent
Representative to FAO

LIB

Representative
Dahn V. BORH
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

LIBYA - LIBIE - LIBIA

Representative
Bashir El Nabrouk SAID
Minister Plenipotentiary to FAO

*

a1:-. .

Alterna
Tripoli

%.

Rome

Mustafa MUAFA Tripoli
Chief, Plant Production Development
Secretariat of Agriculture

I

E I Lyyrú

I I "o_LtT
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LIBYA - LIBIE - LIBIA (cont.)

Mohamed ZOWIK
Doctor of Animal Resources
Secretariat of Agriculture

I JI L,5

as I J.:» I 7k:,LÇ

Représentant
Apolinaire ANDRIATSIAFAJATO Rome
Ambassadeur, Représentant permanent
auprès de la FAO

Suppléant
Raphaël RABE Rome
Représentant permanent adjoint
auprès de la FAO

TJAT771A- SIE -

Representative
Bahar MUNIP
Agricultural Attaché, Alternate
Permanent Representative to FAO

_ALTA -

Alternate
Abraham BORG
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

CO MEXIQUE

Raul LOPEZ-LIRA
Representarte Pewanente Alterno
ante la MO

Tripoli

Representante
Sergio REYES OSORIO México
Subsecretario de Agricultuua
Secreteria de Agricultura y
Recursos Hidráulicos

Suplentes
Moisés TELIZ ORTIZ México
Director General de Sanidad y
Protección Agrícola y Forestal
Ministerio de Agricultura

Margharita LIZARRAGA (Srta.) Roma
Consejera de Pesca, Representante
Alterna ante la FAO

Rome

Rome

Rome

Rome

Rome



- MEXIQUE (cont.)

Asesor
Santiago REYES
Coordinator GRAL
CONTACYT

144" ' 111 - PAYS- SES L as
Representative

Frederik Ch. PRILLEVITZ
Minister Plenipotentiary to FAO

Alternates
J.A.M. SCHAAFSMA-GEELEN (Mrs.) The Hague
Department of'Agricultural
Development Cooperation
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries

Representative
F. RATURE
Permanent Representative to FAO

Representative
Jostein LEIRO
Deputy Head of Division
Ministry of Development Cooperation

Alternates
Magnar SUNDFR
Executive Officer
Ministry of P,griculture

Nils Ragnar KAMSVAG
Alternate Permanent Representative

PAKI

Representative
Muhammad Salcem KHAN
Agriculture Counsellor, Alternate
Permanent Reprosentitive to FAO .

Representante
México Horacio MALTEZ

Consejero Agrícola y de Pesca
Representante Permanente Alterno
ante la FAO

Suplente
Mitzila BOUTET
Representante Permanente Alterno
ante la FAO

Rome
PERU - P
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" 01'

Representante
Amador VELASQUEZ GARCIA-MONTEROSSO Roma
Encargado de Negocios a.i.
Representación Permanente ante
la FAO

Roma

Roma

Warsaw

Rome

" *I PP - FILIP

Representative
Johnson P. MERCADER Manila
Assistant Secretary
Department of Agriculture

Alternates
Horacio M. CARANDANG Rome
Agricultural Attaché and
Deputy Permanent Representative
to FAO

Denis LEPATAN Rome
Second Secretary, Alternate
Permanent Representative to FAO

Representative
Wieslaw HUMNRCWIK Warsaw
Deputy Minister
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry

Oslo and Food Economy

Alternate
Malgorzata PIOTROWSKA (Ms.)
Polish National FAO Committee

Oslo Ministry of Agriculture, Food
Economy and Forestry

Tadeusz STROJWAS
Rome Deputy Permanent Representative

to FAO

Representative
Luis PIRES Lisbon
Vice-Director for Agricultmal
Planning
Ministry of Agriculture

D.P.D. van RAPPARD The Hague
EA0 Coordinator
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries

Hein COPPER Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

NI

Representante
Laurie CORDUA CRUZ (Sra.) Roma
Embajador ante la FAO



SAUDI ARABIA - IE SAOUDITE -
ARABIA SAUDITA

Atif Y. BUKHARI
Ambassador to FAO

S

SIERRA LEE - S

SPAIN - ESPAGNE -

Representante
Angel BARBERO MARTIN
Representaate Permanente

1,3i PAO

Suplc°ntos
Jaa CAW:LA Y 7'7,

entante

Asesoz
Francisco ZAVAIX91W0
JeZe do E,rogramas
Moisten° de Agricultura

(S..) , JI,LS
J_IJi71<i

j. L5.1J

lente Adjunto

Representatilre
Camal Eohamed AHMED
Permanent Representative to FAO

Rome

Rome

Rome

Madrid

rJi
ts,j
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PORTUC-. (cont.) - SOUDAN (cont.)

Alternate Alternate
Jorge COIMBRA MARTINS Rome Issam Eldin Mohamed EL SAYED Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO to FAO

I

SUEDE - SUECIA

Representative
Tommie SJOBERG
Head of Section
Ministry of Agriculture

Alternates
Ulf ANDERSSON
Assistant Under-Secretary
Ministry of Environment and Energy

Adviser
Lars Peter HERTELIUS Stockholm
Principal Administrative 0 ficer
Swedish International Development
Authority

Astrid BERGQUIST (Ms.)
Permanent Representative to FAO

Sture THEOLIN
Consellor, Alternate Permanent
Representtive to FAO

Représentant
Rudolf de POURTALES
Ministre, Représentant permanent
adjoint auprès de la FAO

Suppléants
Igor MARINCEK
Secr6taire du Comité National
Suisse de la FAO
Office fédéral de l'agriculture

Stockholm

Stockholm

Rone

Rome

Rome

Berne

014J-JJ I j 11

I 6.3J

Rome

*



TORQUIE -

u 0,
;13_11 H

1_.1A 11 ,5-1_1

Representative
Omer ZEYTINOGLU
Minister Plenipotentiary
Permanent Representative to FAO

Rome
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TZ SUISSE - SUIZA (cont.) (cont.)

Alternates
Ray ALLEN London
Assistant Head, United Nations and
Commonwealth Department
Overseas Development Administration

Guy G. FREELAND London
Senior Animal Health and Production

ser
Overseas Develo . nistration

Associate
F.C. CLIFT
Economic and Social Division
Overseas Development Administration

London

Aydin SOMEREN Ankara
Deputy Director General
Directorate General of Projects
and Implementation
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Rural Affairs

Vedat I S LARI Ankara
Chief of Section of the Multipurposes
Projects
Directorate General of Projects and
Implementation
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Rural Affairs

Alternate
M. SIMBWA-BUNNYA Rome

. Counsellor, Alternate Representative
to FAO

- DO

Representative
John Redman GOLDSACK Rome
Minister, Permanent Representative
to FAO

Jean Bernard DUBOIS Berne
Office féd6ral de l'environnement,
de la forêt et du paysage

TANZANIE

Alternate
Hawisi MWINYIGOHA Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

THAILAND - THAILANDE - TAILANDIA

Representative
Vanrob ISARANKURA Rome
Agricultural Counsellor, Permanent
Representative to FAO

Alternate
Pisan L G Rome
First Secretary, Alternate Permanent
Representative to FAO

TUNISIA - TUNISIE -

Représentant
Amor BEN ROMDHANE Rome
Représentant permanent auprès
de la FAO

Adviser
M.F. WATSON London
Agricultural Adviser
Overseas Development Administration

Alternates
Mete BASCI Ankara
Deputy Director General of
Directorate General of Protection
and Control
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry
and Rural Affairs



UNITED STLYIES OF AMERICA - EIATS-UNIS
D' QUE - 7STADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA

Representative
E. Wayne DENNEY Washington D.C.
International Relations Adviser
International Organization Affairs
Office of International Cooperation
and Development
Department of Agriculture

Alternates
John G. COOK Washington D.C.
Director
Agricultural Development Division
Bureau of International
Organizations Affairs
Department of State

Gerald MONROE Rome
United States Representative to the
United Nations Agencies for Food and
Agriculture

Adviser
Edwin JOHNSON Washington D.C.
Director
Developing Countries Staff
Environmental Ptotection Agency

Frederick PERRY Washington D.C.
Director
Office of Donor Coordination
Agenqy for International
Develo ent

Roberta van HAEFTEN (Ms.) Rome
Agricultural Attaché
United States Mission to the United
Nations Agencies Zor Food and
Agriculture

Representante
Gustavo SOMMA R/BA
Representante Permanente Alterno
ante la PAO

Suplente
Alberto MURILLO Roma
Represenante Permanente Alterno
ante la FAO
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YEREN, PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF -
REPUBLIQUE DENOCRATIQUE POPULAIRE
DU YEMEN - REPUBLICA DOODCRATICA POPULAR
DE

Representative
Anwar Mohammed KHALED Rome

Ambassador to FAO

1 0

o

Lq..1J

LAVIA - E

Representative
Florijan KOVAC Rome

. Minister Counsellor
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO

Alternate
Marinko DOMLJANOVIC Rome

First Secretary, Alternate Permanent
Representative to FAO

Representant
SANGO YA TAMBWE (MMe.) Rome
Ministre Conseiller, Representant
permanent adjoint auprès de la FAO

ZAMBIA - ZAPD3IE

Representative
Russell MULELE Lusaka
Director of Agriculture
Department of Agriculture
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives

T.F.F. MALUZA Rome
Alternate Permanent Representative
to FAO



NIGER

Soumaila ISSAKA Rome
Conseiller
Ambassade du Niger

LIC

irffltrium fU
OBSERVERS FROM MEMBER NATIONS NOT MEMBERS OF TIE COMMITTEE

OBSERVATEURS D'ETATS HEMBRES NE SIEGENNT PAS AU COMTE
OBSERVADORES DE LOS ESTADOS MIEMBROS QUE NO SON MIEMBROS DEL COMTE

MALAWI

D.J. BISIKA Lilongwe Ahnat BEN OMAR AL-ZUBAIDI Muscat
Acting Chief Acting Director-General of
Agricultural Office Agriculture, Ministry of Agriculture

and Fisheries

Vincenzo
Alternate
Representation to FAO
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FL,:,a91

if,7a-g
UNITED NATICW laIBEE STA.

MEZRES DES NATI
MIEMBROS DE LAS

U.S.S.R. - U.R.S.S.

Alexander I. NIKIFOROV Rome
First Secretary
Observer of the USSR to FAO

The Most Rev. A. FERRARI-TONIOLO Vatican City
Permanent Observer to FAO

Vatican City

SERVER
PERMANENT
ERMANENTE

Aloysius FONSECA
Member

1413o BERNARDI
Member

4.?

Vatican City

Vatican City

Aly AL AGHBARY Rome
Permanent Representative to FAO

oag

ö J I ($.1-1



OFFICE OF THE UNITOD NATIONS HIGH
COMMISSIONER FOR I'ETUGEES - HAUT
COMMISSARIAT DES NTATIONS UNIES POUR LE
REFUGIES - °FIONA DEL ALTO COMISIONADO
DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS PARA LOS REFUGIADOS

Waldo VILLALFANDO . Rome
Representative in Italy

UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR
L'ENVIRONNEMENT - PROGRAMA DE LAS
NACIONES UNIDAS PARA EL MEDIO AMBIENTE

Jan Willem HUISMANS Geneva
Director, International Register
of Potentially Toxic Chemicals

WORLD D P
PROGRAMME .AL MENTAI MONDIAL -
PROGRAMA MUNDIAL DE IMENTOS

Gian Paolo PAPA
Representant pacutEment

Walter
Adminis

E:40kEtill#1914c

EUWPEN E IIC CONMUNITY
COMMUMUTE EODNCOIQUE EUEOPEENNE

c31N1 ECONDLICA EITIOPER

Rome

Bruxelles
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'A.M.flffifft31!ej-ftlk
REPRESENTATIVES OF UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED
REPRESENTANTS DES NATIONS UNIES ET INSTITUTIQNS SPECIALISCES

REPRESENTANTES DE LAS NACIONES UNIDAS Y ORGANISMOS ESPECIALIZADOS

INTEMIATIONAL FUND FOR AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT - FONDS INTERNATIONAL DE

DEVELOPPEMENT AGRICOLE - FONDO
INTERNACIONAL DE DESARROLLO AGRICOLA

Sala TAYYIB Rome

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY - AGENCE
INTERNATIONALE DE L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE -
ORGANISMO INTERNACIONAL DE ENERGLA ATOMICA

Björn SIGURBJÖRNSSON Vienna
Director
Joint FAQ/IAEA Division of Nuclear
Techniques in Food and Agriculture

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING
INSTITUTE FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN -
INSTITUT INTERNATIONAL DE RECHERCHE ET DE
FO TION S LA PROMOTION DE LA FEMME -
INSTITUTO INTERNACIONAL DE INVESTIGACI S

Y CAFACITACION PARA LA PROMOCION DE LA MUJER

Gerard KIELY Bruxelles
Functionnaire "a la Direction
générale de l'agriculture

D.J. SHAW Rome
Economic 's ser Marina VACCARI (Ms.) Rome
Evaluation and Policy Division Programme Officer

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION -
ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL -
ORGANIZACION INTERNACIONAL DE TRABAJO

Francesco WATTILIA
Director, Branch Office

Italoarunsan
Con ultant Branch Office



COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES -
COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES
COMISE5N DE LAS COMUNIDADES EUROPEAS

ASSOCIATED COUNTRY OF THE WORLD -
UNION MONDIALE DES FEMMES RURALES
UNION MUNDIAL DE MUJERES DE CAMPO

Lucia BRADER-BREUKEL (Mrs.) Rome
Permanent Representative

R. Ayesha E, (Mrs.)

CARITAS INTL.,:.{.¡T IS

Cedric FERNANDO
Permanent Representative

Patricia WOHLRAB (Ms.)
Alternate Representative

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION POR ANIMAL PRODUCTION
- FEDERNTION EUROPDENNE DE ZOOTECRNIE -
FEDERACION EUROPEA DE ZOOTECNIA

OBSERVERS FROM INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
OBSERVATEURS DES OEGANISATIONS INTERGOLIVEMIEMENT/\LES

OBSERVADORES DE LAS ORGNNIZACIONES INILIZUDEDIT\MMTIALES

Viterbo

Hanover

INTERNATIONAL ASSOC/ATION FOR CEREAL°
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY - ASSOCIATION
INTEMATIONALE DES SCIENCES ET TEMOLOGIES
CERFALIERES - hl;OCIACION £NTE ACII. DE
CIENCLN Y TECHNOLOGLA CEREALER1S

Giupp FABRIANI
Honorary Preciident
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ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND
DEVELOPMENT - ORGANISATION DE COOPERATION
ET DE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUES -

ORGAUIZATIORS
GOUVERAMT

NO GUDIKRDIAMEANTALES

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURAL
ECONOMISTS - ASSOCIATION /NTERNATIOMALE DES
ECONOMISTES AGRONOMIQUES - ASOCIACION
INTMNACIONAL DE ECONOMISTAS AGRICOLAS

Margaret LOSEBY (Mrs.)
Permanent Representativo to FAO

INTEMNATIONAL CATEOLIC RURAL ASSOCIATION -
ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE RURALE
CATHOLIQUE ASOCIAC ION INTERNACIONAL
RURAL CATOLICA

Filippo CORTESI
ICRA General Secretary

Biagio NOTARANOELO (Mons.)
ICRA, Assistant

Millicent FRANCIS (Sister) Rome
AGRNISSIO Director

OF . TT,iY971.:

UNIONS - CONFEDERATION iNTERNATIONALE DES
SMDICATS LIBRES - CONFEDERACION
INTERNACIONAL DE ORGANIZACIONES SINDICALES
LIBRES

Maria leres,A GDJCCLADDI (MS) ROM
F2ermaamt Rencesentative

i:NaTniwaxmu COOPERATIVE ALLIANCE -
ALLIANCE COOPEBAT1VC IMTEPNTIONALE -
ALIANZA CCOPERATIW. MDTOMACIONAL

01.ulisno
23KNa9cht Lki,pussontative

ORGANIZACION DE COOPERACION Y DESARROLLO
Sara GUALANDI Rome ECONOMICOS
Membre du Bureau de Représentation
des Communautés Europelennes à Rome Giuseppe VASTA Rome

Consultant, Directorate for Food,
Agriculture and Fisheries

A. **11.
institute for Ani.1 Production
Agrarian Faculty
University of. TUscia

D. SIMON
Institute for Animal Breeding



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE ALLIANCE -
ALLIANCE COOPERATIVE INTERNATIONALE -
AL-LANZA COOPERATIVA INTERNACIONAL (cont.)

Lino NIl Rome

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF NOMEN -
CONSEIL INTERNATIONAL DES FEMMES -
CONSEJO IOTELNACIONAL DE MUJERES

Lena PASSERINI (Mrs.)
Accredited Representative to FAO

FED TION FOR H E sICS
- FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE POUR
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APPENDIX E

OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL

delivered by

C.H. Honte-Friedheim
Assistant Director-General

Agriculture Department

mr. Chairman,
Distinguished Delegates and Observers,

I am pleased to welcome you on behalf of the Director-General to the Tenth,
and very important, Session of the Committee on Agriculture.

Looking back over the two years since the last meeting of the Committee there
are reasons for hope and, sadly, reasons for continuing concern.

The state of world food security gives great concern. The paradoxical
situation that emerged in the mid-1980s of an abundance of food supplies coexisting
with continued want and even widespread malnutrition in many developing countries,
started to change in 1987. The 1987 monsoon in much of Asia was one of the worst on
record, particularly in India. Fortunately India had considerable stocks of cereals
and a large-scale famine was averted. At the world level, food production fell
slightly in 1987, cereal stocks were reduced and prices began to rise, paeticularly
for rice. Then in 1988, world food production failed to grow for the second year in
succession, an unprecedented event since the end of World War II. World prcduction
of staple foods, mainly cereals, once again fell below cons J: otion levels..

This potentially serious situation was the result of a fall in output oE
developed countries in 1988, and mainly a consequence of the severe drought in Noreh
America, Food output in the developing countries, however, increasc:Id nearly 3

percent, a welcom developruent which resulted from a sharp recovery over much
Asia and in Africa where the locust dhreat had been effectively controlled, (ndeed,
following large cereal harvests, 20 African countries curcently need ceceorlal
donor assistance to help them dispose of cereal surpOuses in order to avoid a
collapse of prices in domestic markets resulting in reduced incentives to plaot in
the current season. The World Food Programme and several bilateral donorr; hav.
assisi:ed $ome of these countries through local purchases, triangujar trao53oos
and swap arrangements, but assistance so gar has failed to cope with the siL7),1t).on;
o rItate or: affairs which serves to underline, once again, the 1.act7 oE of,cMc
dem.Food for food in these poor countries, their undeveloped markets ad Lee
infras'cructure such as stores.

As a consequence of the failure of world cereal production to iocreesc Eor
two years in succession, world stocks of ceeeals carried over F.rom the
harvests of-1984-86 have been seriously drawn clown. The 1989/90 crop eaf:
begin with carryover stocks 'equivalent to only 16 percent of trend con.gumutian.
This would be the lowest ratio since the period of the world food crisis o'f. the
early 1970s. Cereal prices on international markets either have risen shaeply -
such as wheat which has risen nearly 50 percent duting the past year - c) have
remained firm - as in the case of rice. As a censequence, cereal impocts on
commercial terms will cost the developing countries an extra US$5 billion this rar7,
with the low-income food-deficit countries accounting for about one-half of this
massive sum. For many countries this will pose an additional charge on external
accounts already burdened by debt servicing costs.

In the glob& context of widespread international debt and economic
difficulties, it is pertinent to recall the conclusions of the recent maetiag oE the
Committee on World Food Security (CFS), held in Rome. In considering the effects of
economic stabilization and structural adjustmPnt programmls on fcod security, '6/e*
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CFS expressed great concern about theflecience to date with such programmes and

theit effect on the food securit poor. They often resulted in sheep falls

in the real purchasing power of the ocee eeich limited their ability to buki food and

other esecntial items. The CFS streseed the assymetry between the negative and

positive eefeets of adjustment, t' pesitive effects being uncertain end havin.,i
a long pariod of gestation while th:, eetsative effects were more certain and

immediate.

The Committee urged the adoption of measures to cushion the adverse
short-term effects on the poor and other vulnerable groups through the targetting of
food supplies to vulnerable households, the judicious subsidization of basic
commodities purchased by the poor, food for wouk and special feeding programmes for
women and children, as well as efforts to employ more poor people and so generate
income for them. The CFS also urged that measures be taken to ensure that the
expected future growth from the adjustment process would materialize and that the
poor would benefit from it. Such measures included a greater focus on growth--

generating aspects of adjustment rather than on short term stabilization, and
central amongst these measures must be those that stimulate growth in agricultural
productivity.

Another major concern is the widening gap between the rich and the poor, both
internationally and within many countries. A number of factors underlie the
widening gap between countries. Two factors are of particular importance.

The first factor is well established and relates to agricultural trade,
protectionism and secondary processing of primary agricultural commodities. Part of
the gap stercep from the continuing decline in commodity export earnings which are
constrained he.protectionism. African exports, for example, declined in value by 45
percent eeteeee 1980 and 1987, with falling coffee and cocoa prices playing a major
role in thie decline. Another part of the gap comes from the lack of secondary
processing in developing countries - for example, Africa Only processes about 40
percent clie: its cotton and tobacco.

The second factor is of potential and future, rather than present,
importance. R. arises from the naMuce of certain technological trends, notably in
biotechoetogv, which may evolve tO U12 disadvantage of developing countries, and
partic:ulariv the leaat developed ones. Much of the world's biotechnology eepertise
is in t;)e -)rivat seetor of the industrialized countries. Conseouently, most of the
developments in biotechnology are keeing applied Lo priorities, such as
herbledeetoletant cult0;a%s, th,at ara of minimal importance to low income
coontC.ee, oe Qr:wid i.ioi.islv 6amage their o::port carnins, for eple,
deveor'Jr1:TcG Ç. :.$,$OW:dt74], oils and spices,

;JW:. ,,jap ;.,'etween , j.cla and poor countries is cao.a:pnly. eehoed
withn, counteles en-d wiehjn the nericultnral sector. There is a widening gap in
soeie0 weri-bslog eeeeeen eeh cvd peo): LarmeLs. This dimension of tus income gap
is in pe,ee on :eteelte consequence of differences in resource endowments_ But it
has bin off.ten by the research and investment policies of bot3) do.lors
'are: net.i.onee gove,nments. 0-1y of 61ase pOliQieS, in the face of financial and

manpower constraints, have ightiv placed major emphasis on the better
eudowed aras and dominant ceeea! crops in order to boost productivity and food

. security ae quickly .4s possibio. in doino so, they have allowed agricultural
development steategies to becomo toe unbalanced. This has led to the relative
neglect of the ?rablems of eainfeo agriculture, ro the intensification of human and
cattle population pressures on the MOTC: marginal lands, and to a reduction in the
availability of secondary ceops like pulses and tubers that play such a vital role
in the nutrition of low income groups.

Duriag the coming dev.s ioi.ed.7;1 he.reviewing FAO's recent work on the y.7o

problems, and edso oUs pcopneels for the 1990-91 work programaT.e.

ahe veljer p:D1.nt tegarding recent work is the serious collsi-zaints i:(1 theimeNmentetioo of the r.1 6-7 programme nìt have arisen is a ccosecylho,.:1 theOrT,Ion's cash .1.1ow oLobiews. The Oirector-Ceneral hod no choice iut to b-epose
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ts D'S.5 million in 1937, and some DF,20 million in i:ousequchtly vacant
posts nab to be empty, Uir number nf consultaoLs ric,oLiog%G and
publications wece cancelled, and travel WFS limited. These outs uave undermined
ZAO's ability to identify emerging issues and technical option':, 4-1.1pc,brt cievarnments
in he formulation and implementation of agricultural aod ju1f0. Liolc
as Lhe world centre for the disseminatioo of teennicai infotmation no ogticul'toce.
Thee are qtounds ,for hoping that thest problems will soon be behind vs one, tioF,:t we
can concentrate on fulfilling the Organization'F. mandate,

The Dircoi:-Cenert1's proposals for the Summary Programme n2 porh and Grdclet
foc 1990-91 seek Lo find the right balance betweeo tho continoation of e'zisttig
lines oil work and the eyamination of emarg'ulg issues and pzoblems. P.,,s iv the
previous biennium, an._i in spite of the financial constraints FAO facirig, the
Director-General has proposed a further shift in VesiOlarr:QS Lo We Nalor
Agriculture. Hi recommendations include increased 'Docations to rrtmltv

reas that within this Committee's area nE respensibili0i.
sustainable development, with the focus on sustainable producLde systema and
impact of ,:jimate change; remote sensing and crop/ether monAl:orin,4; prowtion
biotechnology in cLop and livestock prodnetion an1 lvocesug; stinr¡tenioci
support. to plant proteation serv1ces, parLicularlv im-Alc7A, fAi( locust and .-iciNer.at

p,Ist conLrol or management; aciLicultural daLa developm_:ot; piey advice ao:: womrni
in development. WC look forward to receiviug youi :71°0 Z11,N(I'StiCAW iearding
the overall programme and the Director-Gener?A's specific pLopoals.

1?-ciu will be considering -.our develont problems that are o;: widesnread
concern and have great hearing on both the present and bile )71:1i:.U1:e content of Najor
Programme .u.griculture, The firsL problem relates ta die impact oC urbauiatiAml on
food consumption patterns and nutrition. Ttapid r.rbaniation is a CCitiM1011

characteristic oif development, It usually places g5.eat strain co licih the urban
infEastruetme and on ti-4 links with die food production aras 9ho rAriltipit

effects of urbarration on dietar\T pat/na, dnmistle and,

requirements, and on agricultural projur:Uon and processing io general :1),:e wior
imlications for national policies and dono- food aud financial support ,hich
not aaways well appreciated,

The i:,i?cond problem is J.i rai. id degree arrioipiion. Tnis is
the first tiea that this subject has been no the agenda. of CO3W, reflacti.n7 the
growing Imprtance attochod to the subjee',. tiv its meober goii.erniL.ents the
international r.xmizinity. Tn ;cost devoloping countL7i,7.,s, the rwzjoritv ai! inwal
do not have adequate access to production re:i,ourceF: and do noi-
in the docision-mhloq proess, °vv.), as a cooseaiience, do not r.:h;'Aro

the kerKiiLft; cìeJ.oprirb . T'ne .1.\,10171,V )11?.; ;'nC
dOVCA0i1270M. 7UOGO5F, Ls essential hat:n as o.): 2-". in. i.i:.:;CAL
pcnuotiert, development aud oqualiLyh 1/(:: tua area. shA)uld
underline th? .vmrtance, of 1:eople's im e,:ucei,Jt
sust,Anable ,:).Ovan?.:ed by the 3iondtlnd to is ar0
a,ohinnt. their involvem,int, et:.aKil, in of
research nezds, ;And ih the apolitieu losotuee
svstaivability will be diieult Lo :Achieve. meavlogfol 'W J.
peopj,e can only he bccright ab:Aut throiloh nvganlr: and, othci

Hitichauisflo that genuinely repi.esent theit

The CWO develomeat prohlems le:,fure reo also ralat te of
sustzinahle development, and sciealI7 te Lhe loss o;',. e1oinglcc:d dve d to
Live safe use

:ienetio resource arc ineasiy:ily thceai,eued Lo 1.-iteify
production di' domest,lcad eni.iaeI .ii' fooestry aud into
uatnt'al ':x.)0i.11alids and otisslun i . i cru i aliminlioq rvj1611,'o, Tiao

naLl,.7: breeds have ;%oevi. lus, ether;,-; are cloA, :-nd a
iprtinKtion Qr: arLJ 01-.6;s1n(jcc:i. v:ed!if

rostricteù Ln allTtmFqs. Tn %:e.ct thc
animals aud wi!OliEe is be,,em5og Ae,;s ':elevaot fom a ,:r oetn rsoci,:co
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hacnus certain wild 'animals are increasingly being farmed, and new biotechnical
tools are bringing us closer to the introduction of intra-specific gene transfers.
Corrective actions to preserve animal_genetic resources are urgently required. The
paper on Preservation of Animal Genetic Resources makes a number of proposals for

actici» that we would like the Committee to consider and upon which to make
reeelweetions.

Finally, there is the issue of pesticide use and Prior Informed Consent
(PIC). You will recall that Conference Resolution 5/87 directed that the principie
of "Prior Informed Consent" be incorporated as a clause in the International Code of
Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides which you considered at your 8th
Session. We are well aware that there are parties who, whilst accepting the intent
oU the clause, are concerned that it may be administratively difficult to introduce
and may also inhibit trade unnecessarily. It is in the light of these concerns that
FAO be]d a government consultation on this issue in January of this year with
observers ifrom other international organizations, environmental groups and industry.
We look forward to your recommendations on the finalization of the text so that it
can subsequently be adopted by consensus.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished delegates, it only remains for me to wish the
CoExdttee an interesting and productive session.
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APPENDIX F

CODE OF CONDUCT ON THE DISTRIBUTION AND USE OF PESTICIDES -
INTRODUCTION OF THE "PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT" (PIC) CLAUSE

The amended text, with the exception of the underlined words in Axticles 2,
9.8.1 and 9.8.4 which were "in general accepted" (see para 172 of the COAG Report),
was endorsed by the Committee on Agriculture as follows:

AMENDMENTS TO ARTICLES 2 AND 9 OF THE INTERNATIONAL CODE OF CONDUCT ON THE
DISTRIBUTION AND USE OF PESTICDES

ARTICLE 2. DEFINITIONS:

The following definition was added to this Axticle:

"Prior Informed Consent Procedure" (PIC procedure) means the procedure for
formally obtaining and disseminating the decisions of importing countries as to
whether they wish to receive future shipments of pesticides that have been banned or
severely restricted. A specific procedure was established for selecting pesticides
for initial implementation of the PIC procedures. These include pesticides that
have been previously banned or severely restricted as well as certain pesticide
formulations that are acutely toxic. This procedure is described in the Guidelines
on the operation of Prior Informed Consent..

AIM= 9. INFORMATION EXCHANGE AND PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT 1/

9.1 The government of any country that takes action to ban or severely restrict the
use or handling of a pesticide in order to protect health or the environment should
notify FAO as soon as possible of the action it has taken. FAO will notify the
designated national authorities in other countries of the action of the notifying
government.

9.2 The purpose of notification regarding control action is to give competent
authorities in other countries the opportunity to assess the risks associated with
the pesticides, and to make timely and informed decisions as to the importation and
use of the pesticides concerned, after taking into account local, public health,
economic, environmental and administrative conditions. The minimum information to
be provided for this purpose should be:

9.2.1 the identity (common name, distinguishing name and chemical name);

9.2.2 a summary of the control action taken and of the reasons for it - if the
control action bans or restricts certain uses but allows other uses, such
information should be included;

9.2.3 an indication of the additional information that is available, and the name
and address of the contact point in the country to which a request for further
information should be addressed.

Information Exchan e amon Countries

9.3 If export of a pesticide banned or severely restricted in the country of export
occurs, the country of export should ensure that necessary steps are taken to
provide the designated national authority of the country of import with relevant
information.

The operational procedures for the Prior Informed Consent scheme are given in
specific Guidelines.
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9.4 The purpose of information regarding exports is to remind the country of import
of the original notification regarding control action and to alert it to the fact
that an export is expected or is about to occur. The minimum information to be
provided for this purpose should be:

9.4.1 a copy of, or reference to, the information provided at the time of the
notification of control action;

9.4.2 indication that an export of the chemical concerned is expected or is about
to occur.

9.5 Provision of information regarding exports should take place at the time of the
first export following the control action, and should recur in the case of any
significant development of new information or condition surrounding the control
action. It is the intention that the information should be provided prior to
export.

9.6 The provision to individual countries of any additional information on the
reasons for control actions taken by any country must take into account protection
of any proprietary data from unauthorized use.

Prior Informed Consent

9.7 Pesticides that are banned or severely restricted for reasons of health or the
environment are subject tO the Prior Informed Consent procedure. No pesticide in
these categories should be exported to a importing dountry participating contrary to
that country's decision made in accordance with the FAO operational procedures for
PIC.

9.8 FAO will

9.8.2 in cooperation with UNEP, develop and maintain a data base of control
actions and decisions taken by all member governments;

9.8.3 inform all designated national authorities and relevant international
organizations of, and publicise in such form as may be appropriate, notifications
received under Article 9.1 and decisions communicated to it regarding the use and
i rt7tion of a pesticide that has been included in the PIC procedure.

9..c9 (:(7.6)-ernments of i!:000rting countries should establish internal procedures and
desi9nte the appropr ate authority for the receipt and handling of information.

9.10 Governments of iu..rting countries participating in the PIC proc e, when
advised by FAO of control action within this proc re, should:

9.10.1 decide on future acceptability of t pesticide in their country and advise
FAO as soon as that decision has been made;

9.10.2 ensure that governmental measures or actions taken with regard to an
imported pesticide for which information has been received are not more restrictive
than those applied to the same pesticide produced domestically or impoirted from a
country other than the one that supplied the information;

9.10.3 ensure that such a decision is not used inconsistently with.the provisions
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT);
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9.11 Governments of pesticide exporting countries should:

9.11.1 advise their pesticide exporters and industry of the decisions of partici-
pating importing countries; and

9.11.2 take appropriate measures, within their authority and legislative corlr-

Detence, designed to ensure that exports do not occur contrary to the decision of
participating importing countries.

Modifications in Articles 2, 9.8.1 and 9.8.4 as underlined received general
acceptance:

The following definition was added to this Article:

"Prior Informed Consent" (PIC) refers to the principle that international
shipment of a pesticide that is banned Or severely restricted in order to protect
human health or the environment should not proceed without the agreement, where such
agreement exists, or contrary to the decision of the designated national authority
in the participating importing country.

ME 9:

9.8 FAO will

9.8.1 review notifications of control actions to ensure conformity with
definitions in Article 2 of the Code, and will develop the relevant guidance
documents.

9.8.4 FAO will seek advice at regular intervals and review the criteria for
ITERision of pesticides in the Prior Informed Consent procedure and the operation of
TIETPrior Info Consent scheme and will report to member governments on its
lindin9s.



The report of the Expert Consultation on the Introduction of "Prior Informed
Consent" in Axticie 9 of the International Code of Conduct on the Distribution and
Use of Pesticides stressed the importance of cooperation between UNEP and FAO in the
operation of a prior informed consent scheme. Because of the expertise FAO has in
the field of pesticide use, management and control and the comprehensive network of
FAO contacts in UN Member Nations, FAO will operate the PIC scheme as far as
pesticides are concerned. FAO will, in cooperation with UNEP, manage and implement
the scheme, including the selection of pesticides to be covered by the PIC scheme,
mechanisms for information sharing and compatibility of procedures.

OPERATION OF PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT

Step i - Participation in PIC

Neu r nations will be invited, through official FAO channels, to participate
in the operation of Prior Informed Consent as importing countries. If there is no
reply to the initial contact, a follow up letter will be sent 60 days afte:: the
first one. In countries where there is an FAO representation, FAO Rev:etatives
will seek a decision from the country. Until a response is received, it be
assumed that the country does not wish to participate. It is expected that all
pesticide exporting countries will participate in the PIC scheme.

Step 2 - Des' tion of Nati Au rity

MeT.-r nations will be invited to designate the appropriate authority which
should supply FAO with the notices of control action taken by the government. This
authority will be responsible for receiving and giving notices on decisions on
whether the country wishes (to continue) to receive im,:orts of pestici,7 s included
in the PIC procedure. For information pu.«.ses MO will also be -bout the
authority that has technical responsibility for mesticide use and/or coLtral
(registration authority or equivalent).
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GUIDELINES ON 114E OPERATION OF PRIOR SENT (PIC)

ExECUTING AGENCY

Step 3 - Notificati

The designated National Authority would advise FAO of control actions taken in
the country to ban, to refuse registration, or severely restrict a pesticide for
health or environmental reasons, as included in the definition, as well as any other
actions to withdraw a pesticide for health or environmental reasons. This does not
include actions to revoke or withdraw a pesticide registration for non-submission of
data or for commercial reasons.

In deciding to notify, countries must abide by the definitions of banned and
severely restricted in the Code of Conduct, namely:

Banned means a pesticide for which all registered uses have been prohibited by final
government regulatory action, or for which all requests for registration or
equivalent action for all uses have, for health or environmental reasons, not been
granted.

, troi Acti
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Severely restricted - a limited ban - means a pesticide for which virtually all
registered uses have been prohibited by final government regulatory action for
health or environmental reasons,1/ but specific registered use or uses remain
authorized.

The information forwarded to FAO should be provided in the format shown in
,Annex I to this Appendix. It should be noted that the reasons for the control
action for health or environmentel ree ns should be provided in each case. A
separate form should be completed for each pesticide. Countries should be prepared
to provide additional detailed information on request.

Step 4 - Selecting pesticides to be incl.': A in the PIC proc re

FAO will, in cooperation with UNEP/IldaTC and other relevant organizations,
review all notifications to ensure conformity with the definitions. Pesticides will
be included in the PIC procedure when FAO is advised by a government that it has
taken final control action consistent with the definition of banned or severely
restricted for health or environmental reasons in the Code of Conduct on the
Distribution and Use of Pesticides.

Additionally, an FAO Expert Panel will.consider the problem of acutely
hazardous pesticide formulations, i.e..those that pose particular handling problems,
to determine if there exists a need for a list of such products to supplement the
pesticides already subject to the PIC procedure. This Panel should include national
pesticide registrars and representatives from WHO and UNEP. They may call upon
expertise as they deem necessary and will review formulations which are included in
WHO Class LA. If the Panel conclude-, t17et there are acutely hazardous pesticide
formulations of concern to developing countries that are not already included in the
PIC procedure, a supplemental list of !:1:)ch formulations will be recommended for
inclusion.

FAO will develop a "PIC decision guidance document" for each pesticide to be
circulated with the notice of control action for response by participating importing
countries and for information of other countries.

Pesticides that have alreadle Leen sub'ect to control action

For pesticides that have already been subject to control action, a different
procedure will be followed. Close cooperation with UNEP (IRPTC) will be sought for
such a procedure. All FAO Member Governments 19111 be asked to submit notifications
of past control actions for health anzl environmental reasons before 31 December
1989. These will then, in cooperation with relevant Organizations, together with
information already available in IRPTC, be evaluated on their conformity with the
definitions. PIC guidance documents will be developed, initially for pesticides
banned or severely restricted in five or more countries, for those pesticides that
conform to the definitions and these PIC guidance documents will be submitted to
participating governments for decision. Superceded pesticides will not be s 'tted
to this procedure as they will not appear in international trade.

OF Cj)».' EUVk))!.,1:: "TEIGGH" LEVEL UNCIITO I.E.

1/ "For health or environmental reasons" was not repeated in the definition of
severely restrcited in the Code but is included in this paper for
clarification.
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Step 5 - FAO Processing of Notification

FAO will inform Member Nations of control actions taken and will send a PIC
decision guidance document on the pesticide to the designated national authority.
This document will provide a summary of information including chemical and physical
properties, uses, source of exposure, toxicity profile, countries that have taken
control actions and the reasons for such actions and also, when available, suggested
possible alternatives. It should be recognized that any suggestion of alternatives
can only be general in nature, as specific alternatives could only be recommended
following a careful study of the pest/crop complex in an individual country.

Step 6 - Response by Participating C tries

After each notification, each importing country that has decided to participate
in the PIC procedure in Step 1, would advise FAO whether or not it will allow
imports of the pesticide(s) in question. 2/ A response should be made within 90
days of advice being sent from FAO to thedesignated national authority. A country
may make a final Lesponse or an interim response.

Final response

A final response will consist of a state nt by the national authority as to
whether or not the country will ban imports for healdl or environmental reasons. It
is understood that the country will also discontinue production for the national
market if importation is banned for health or environmental reasons, or whether
importation will only be allowed under specified, stated conditions. It is also
underst 04 that the ' rting country may mishto permit the use of products that
are in stock at the time the prohibition of imports is ' .sed.

Interim response

In an interim response the country would advise ».ut each pesticide in the PIC
procedure in one of the following ways:

A request for further information.
A statement that future importation is undez review.
A request for as istance to evaluate the pesticide.

Any of the replies may be accombanjed by an interim imeortation statement that
the importation will OK will not be allowed, oz whether importation will only be
allowed under specified, stated conditions, during the period until a final decision
is reached. In the event Lhat such statement is not made, the status quo lAal
continue (see meaning of no lx!sponse).

Meaning of no rezponse

LA some iyxstoes a participatin9 importing country may not respond. Every
effort will te .eade to avoid such a situation, but if it does occur, it will ];e
considered as described in this paragraph. If a country does not make a final
response or if it responds with less than a final response without providing an
interim importation statement, the status quo with respect to importations will
continue. This means that the pesticide should not be expoLted without the explicit
consent of the importing country, unless the exporter has evidence that it is a
pesticide that is registrered in the importing country or if it is a pesticide the
use of which has been allowed by the importing country.

An import order by a Government authoriCv will be assumed to have the consent
of the Government and, thus, to have precedence over the PIC procedure.
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National control on imports

At the time an interim or final decision to ban importation for health or
environmental reasons is made, the national agency responsible for controlling
imports will be instructed to take the relevant import control actions. Where
such exists, local production will also be subjected to the control action.
Importing countries would take all necessary measures to prohibit importation and
local production.

Step 7 - Action to en by FAO

FAO will advise all designated national authorities of the responses of
individual countries. FAO will maintain a dat se on country decisions and will
also make information available to National Authorities at regular intervals in an
appropriate form. FAD will seek advice at regular intervals and review the criteria
for inclusion of pesticides in the PIC procedure and the operation o: tkeT.'Y.0 scheme
and will report to its member governments on its findings.

Step 8 - Actions to be taken by exporting t ies

National authorities of exporting countries would inform the appLopriate
authorities and the pesticide export industry of decisions by importing countries.
Governments would implement appropriate procedures, wdthin their authorities, to
help ensure that exports do not occur contrary to the decision of the participating
importing country.

INFO TION EX GE

The successful operation of the process of Prior Informed Consent for
pesticides is completely dependant on the free exchange and rapid processing of
information provided by various countries. The PIC procedure is in addition to, and
does not replace, any system of jnformation exchange between countries nor does it
influence the right of anv country to seek additional information on the reasons for
any control action which a countrv may take on a pesticide.



IDENTITY OF PESTICIDE
Commonname .....................
Distinguishing name ..............................
Chemical name ...................
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BANNED OR SEVERELY RESTRICTED PEST C DES

REPORT TO FAO

COUNTR., 00000000000000000000000000000

2 NAME, ADDRESS AND CONTACT OF ORGANIZATION SUPPLYING INFORMATION
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0

40040044a 40440404040040044004000000404440004400000004,000000
0000000000000000000000000000040000000000000000000000000000
010004600.00000"0.00170000.00004004000400000400000.0.0000000
Telex .......... Telephone . Fax 04000000000.000

(date)

9 SI

000000.0000000000000000000
40000000000000000000000000
0000000,4000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000

060.00000000000000000000

0000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000?000000000
0000000000000000000000000000

00,000
(year)

(Person)
(DesignELtion)
(Date as day, nth/year)

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

4 Y OF REASONS FOR ING OR 8EVERELY RESTRICTING
00000000000000001.0000000000000000000040000040004000000004
0000.000000.0000000006400,4040000000000000000004400000000000
00000:0000000000044000B00000040000.004000000000000000040000
0000000000000000004000000000000000004040000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000.0000000000000000000000000000000

5 S Y OF NING USES OF SEVERELY RESTRICTED PESTICIDES
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000"000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000004000000000400000000

6 NAME, ADDRESS WO_ _irLDN (if different
from 2)
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000060000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

0000000000 00000000000 Fax ...............
7 L1;72 C:Z

0000000000,000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
0000000000000000000000000000000 0 Od 0000000000000000000040000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

8 DAIL ABOWY; DEC








